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PREFACE.
FoR many ye~s the ciliate Protozoa have been favourite objects of
study, and consequently they have furnished much curious information
concerning many problems of genetics. This information is, however,
to a large extent still unincorporated into cma'ent biological conceptions.
It has therefore seemed to me that it would not be an altogether
thankless task to attempt to extract fi'om the immense and often hardly
accessible literature dealing' with this group of organisms, such facts as
are likely to interest workers in the field of genetics; and to present
these facts in a smmnary fashion easily comprehensible to the reader
unversed in protozoology. This is my aim in the following pages.
From its very nature, therefore, it will be apparent that I do not
aim at setting forth in this article anything more than a selected body
of facts extracted fi'om the works cited in the appended bibliography-a consideration which I would ask the writers of these works to bear in
mind, if.they should find much that they have contributed to our knowledge passed over in silence, or treated in cavalier fashion. Without
rigid and critical selection it would have been impossible to compress
el! the accumulated facts of many years into anything less than several
bulky volumes.
In the presentation of the facts I have adopted the following plan.
I have begun with a very brief general account of the Ciliate--in order
to make clear some essential peculiarities of these organisms: I have
then given a short account of the classical researches of Maupasl--since
current conceptions concerning the Ciliate are largely based (explicitly
I m~y remind the ret~der ~ha~ ~he work on ~he Oilia~a before ~he ~ m s of Ivlaupas h a s
been exh~uagively d e a r wi~h' by Bti~sehli (t887-89).
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or fl~plici~ly) on these : I have then reviewed and commented upon the
work which has been done since his day : and finally I have drawn a few
of the more obvious conclusions--conclusions which will appear to many,
I am afraid, ~he leas~ satisCactory feature of ~his article. Since the works
of mm~y of Lhe older investigabors--Batsehli, Balbiani, Engelmann, and
the rest--are in many ways no less admirable and important than the
more modern researches of g. Hertwig; Enriques, Jennings, Popoff,
Woodruff, and others, I have more than once referred ~o ~hese; but
such references have been relegated to foobnotes.
To :facilitate the numerous cross-references in the body of the paper
I have ~lopted the plan of numbering the paraga'aphs. A parenthetic
reference thus (~ x) signifies that on referring to the paragraph
nmnbered x, bhe reader will find additional information relating to
the matter under discussion.
I am Nlly conscious of having made many omissions, but I trust
that misstatements concerning the facts are few. Such criticisms as
I have ventured to make are based upon my personal knowledge of the
ciliates, and I should be the first to welcome corrections or countercriticisms.
A general analysis of the subject-matter of this article will be found
on page 183. I have added it to facilitate reference to the subjects dealt
with : and I have placed it at t h e end because I should prefer the article
to be read as a whole before special sections of it are consulted. N y
commentary Mms at beflag a consistent whole, and its several p a r t s - considered singly--may therefore appear obscur%or incomprehensible.
I f the reader's curiosity has been sufficiently excited, he will accordingly
proceed now to the first chapter.

CHAPTER

i.

The Organization of c~ Ciliate, and the Chief Events in its .Life.
1. A typical ciliate possesses a peculiar organization, which is often
misunderstood. Its body is built upon the plan shown in Fig. 1 (k).
It is clothed, more or less, with locomotory ciliary appendages (e) often
greatly differentiated. The animal possesses a mouth (~7~o.) defining
the ventral surface; and as one end is specialized as a "head" end, we
can further distinguish anterior and posterior, dorsal, and right and left
lateral regions of the body--which is generally asymmetric. In the
protoplasm there are usually vacuoles (f.v:) in which food is digesbed,
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and also one or more rhythmically contractile vesicles (c.v.) serving
probably for excretion or for regulation of the water-content of the
9protoplasm. ~f~ny other oNans may be present.
2. The characteristic nuclear apparatus consists of two nuclei or
systems of nuclei--a meganucleus (M), ~md a micronueleus 0n). The
latter may be represented by one, two, or many nuclei; whilst the
meganucleus is frequently segmented, or o~her'wise modified.
3. Reproduction is usually effected by transverse fission of the body 9
into two. The meganucleus is divided by a simple constriction, but the
micronueleus (or micronuclei , as the case may be) divides mitotically.
(See Fig. 1, ]3.) Unequal bipartition or budding occurs in some forms.
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Fig. 1.

4J. ~ o s t cil{ates are known to be able to encyst, and so withstand
the drying" of the liquid in which tliey live, or other adverse conditions:
In some forms temporary cysts are formed during fission.
5. Most ciliaCes perform from time to time a peculiar act called'
conjugation. The deta~ils of this process vary considerably in different
forms, but the following is an approximately true general account of
the events occurring during a typical conjugationL (See Fig. 2, A - - I t . )
The 0rg~n~aisms units in pairs, the protol?Iasm subsequently fusing and
becoming continuous at the point of contact (Fig. 2, A, B). Each
] This account is based on the cases of Co~lJidiu~ co~podc~ (I~aupas, 1889) and Paremecium ca~tda~u~ (Calkins ancl Cull, 1907), which are perhaps as " t y p i c a l " as any other.
ca~es, and are f~irly simple becaus0 there is only a single micronuclens and meganucleus
in these forms.
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individual's micronncleus (or one of them in a multimieronueteate
form) now undeNoes two ~ successive mitotic divisions, forming thus
four micronuclei (Fig. 2, B). Three of these four nuclei degenerate
(Fig. 2, B, C) and the remaining one again divides into two--a
"stationary nucleus" (s.~z.) and a "migratory nucleus" (m.,~.). Each
7n.n.I
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Fig. 2.

migratory nucleus now passes into the opposite individual of the pah',
and fuses with its stationary nucleus (Fig. 2, C, D, E). Each individual
thus comes to have a single mieronucleus (z.n.) which is the product
of its own stationary nucleus and the migratory nucleus of its partner
(Fig. 2, E). The two Organisms now separate, and their meganuclei
degenerate and disappear (Fig'.2, E). At the same time, the micronucleus (fusion nucleus, z.n.) divides thrice in succession--producing
eight daughter nuclei (Fig. 2, E, F) in each individual. Of these eight
fiuclei four increase in size, becoming new meganuelei, four remain
small as new micronuelei (Fig. 2, F, O). By two successive transverse
fissions of the whole organism, four small individuals are subsequently
formed (Fig. 2, G, I-I), each with the nuclear arrangement characteristic
1 I n s o m e f o r m s t h r e e or m o r e s u c h d i v i s i o n s occur.
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of ordinary individuals 1. They grow and divide subsequently in the
ordinary fashion (w 3).
6. In Vorticellc~ and i~s allies, conjugation of a different type
occurs s. The llwo conjugating individuals are of different size--a large
and a small, respectively sessile and motile. As in the previous case,
Whey come in contact and time--their meganuelei sooner or later
degeneraLing. The mieronueleus in ~he larger individual divides twice
successively by mitosis, giving rise to four nuclei, of which three
degenerate and disappear. In the smaller individual the micronucleus
undergoes three successive divisions, thus producing eight nuclei, of
which seven degenerate. The two conjugating individuals now time
completely ~. Their two remaining nuclei divide once more, one of the
two daughber nuclei so formed in each degenerating, the other persisting.
The latter then come bogegher and fuse. The single uninueleate individual resulting fl'om conjugation then reoNanizes its nuelea~ system
i n s manner comparable with that described above (w 5)--the details of
the process probably being different in different formst
7. A "reduction" or halving of the chromosomes (meiosis) has been
shown to occur during the mieronuelear divisions which take place at
the beginning of conjugation ~. The halving appears to occur usually
i The details of the process whereby the new nuclear apparatus is constructed after
conjugation m a y be'very different from those outlined above. In all cases, however, ~he
reorganization is of essentially the same natm'e--~he formation of a new meganucleus and
micronucleus from the single fusion nucleus.
"- This accoun~ is based upon IT. monilata (Kaupas, 1889).
3 According to Maupas (1889) the membrane clothing the body of the smaller individual" is cast off and degenerates--it is not absorbed into the body of the larger.
4 The accounts given above are conformable with theMews of nearly all those workers
who have studied ~he con]ugatlon of the cillates since the time of Maupas. It should be
stated, however, ~hat this accepted version of the sequence of nuclear events h a s been
questioned by some workers, t=Ioyer (1899) believed ~hat in Coll)idium no nuclear fusion
occurs during conjugation--the migratol:y nuclei are simply exchanged, and the stationary
nuclei" then degenerate. The new nuclear app~.r~tus is ~herefore formed, in each individual, entirely from the nucleus which i~ receives from its partner. M o r e recently,
Dehorne (1911, 1911 a) h a s stated ~hat the same thing happens in Paramecium, and tha~
he h a s confirmed Hoyer's account of Colpidium. Dangeard (1911, 1911 a) h a s contradicted
this in the case of ~he lat~er form (wrongly called Colpoda in his first paper), and maintains that the accepted version is corrects. I believe t h a t ttoyer and Dehorne are wrong in
their contention, h{aupas, R. Hertwig, Calkins and Cull, a n d all other recent workers
who have studied conjugation, are u n a n i m o u s l y agreed that a nuclear fusion does occur.
Chromosome reducLion h a s not been shown to occur in Paramecium. Calkins a n d
Cu11'(1907) believe tha~ the chromosomes are halved sis the first mlcronuclear division,
but they are " f a r too numerous to c o u n k " They judge t~hem to be approximately 165 in
n u m b e r at this s~age, whils~ at otsher divisions the number is "greater than this." In
Stentor (2 species) ~he chromosomes appear to be reduced ~o a q u a r t e r - - n o t a h a l f - - o f the
usual number during the "reduction " divisions (Mulsow, 1913).
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at ~he second division. (See Prand~l (1906), Enriques (1907), Popoff
(1908 a,), e~c.)
8. I~ is possible ~ha~ a certain amount of cytoplasm is always
exchanged during conjugation ~. This has been described in at leas~
one formz-S%ntor. (See Nulsow, 1913.) In Lhe parasitic form Ano=
plophrya, according to Collin (1909), each conjugating individual receives
half the meganucleus of its partner 2. After the exchange, howe~er, i~
degenerates and disappe~rs. T h e meganucleus is not known ~o behave
in this manner in other forms.
9. After this brief account of division and conjugation ~, we may
consider the int,erpi'etation to be put upon these events and the comparisons which may be drawn between them and t,he conditions which
obtain in other animals,. Failure to make a correct comparison, confusion
of ideas, and misuse of words, have unfortunately introduced a great
many urmecessary complicabions into this iielatively simple matter.
A real aa~alysis of the vital phenomena of ~he @iliata is possible only
when we discard the erroneous a priori deductions of the modern cell
doctrine and certain evolutionary speculations--wi~h all their misconceptions and slipshod phraseology--and consider ~hese organisms
objectively. I have pointed out,elsewhere how t h i s . m a y be done, so
that, it will be unnecessary to repeat what I have already written.
(See Dobell, 1911.) I shall now merely state a few obvious homologies
between a ciliat,e and a met,azoon which ~re fundament,ally .{report,ant,
for a comprehension of what follows. These homologies are as correct
as I believe it possible to make tliem with the words at my command.
But, I would emph~ize here t,hat, t,he very peculiar organizat,ion and
behaviour of the ciliates-awhich are in many ways radically different,
fi'om all other organisms--render all descriptions of them, in terms
borrowed fi-om those other organisms of a different order, only approxi~
mat,ely :t,rue.
10. First, a ciliate is not unicellular--it is not, the homologue of
one cell in the body of a metazoon, but is homologous with a n entire
i Fro"those who regard the ehondriosomes,and not the chromosomes,as the "bearers
of hereditary characters," it may be of interest ~o add tha~ ehondriosomes have been
described in many different cilia~es,bu~ their behaviour during conjugationhas not yet
been studied.
i First describedin Anol)loph,ryaby Schneider, in 1886.
s It should be steotedthat the conjugation here describedis ~hat characteristic of most
free-living eiliates. In some parasitic forms quite differen~ processes occur- I ma~
mentio~ Opa,lina, which forms small eilia~ed gametes (Neresheimer,1907; N:e~calfI 1909),
~nd Ichthyophthirhts, which exhibits ~ pesuli~r form of self-fertilization (Neresheimeri
1908; Buschkiel, 1911),
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The ciliate is a non-cellular bu~ compleLe organism : iL has

a body formed

o11 the same

flmdamental

plan as thaL of a nletazoon,

}out i~ possesses no celhdar differentiabion. Cytoplasm and nuclei are
specialized for special :functions, but they are noL sub-divided into
separdl~e units or "cells."
11. Secondly, it is clear that ~he m%anuclear Sysl~em of a ciliate
is the equivalent of ~he nuclei of ~he somatic cells of a me~azoon ; and
the micronuclear sysLem of a ciliate is the equivalent of the germ-cell
nuclei of a lneLazoon. These homologies--firs~ m~le clear by 3/iaupas
' (1889)--rest upon the observed behaviour of Lhe nuclei during conjugation, and at other times in ~he life-history. IL seems to me mmecessary
to adduce here all the evidence which cart be used to esLablish ehis
proposition.
12. Thirdly, conjugation is a process of reciprocal fertilization (in
the cytological sense); bug it is coupled with a process of complete
reorganization ~ unlike anything known to occur in other organisms.
The conjugating individuals may be suitably called conjKqc~zts, and
~hose which have just conjugated and separated, exco~@~cy~ts. It is
obvious that the conjugant is not a gamete, but a sexual individual:
and the eXconjugant is a zygote--but of a very remarkable kind ; for it
is the remains of the "parent" organism reorganized after the addition
of a foreign nucleus.
13. Fourthly, the miga'atory nucleus is a microgamete nucleus and
the stationary nucleus a macrogamete nucleus. This is evinced by their
behaviour before and during conjugation: for the micronuclear divisions
which precede conjugation (w 5) are homologous wi~h the maturation
divisions of metazoan germ-cells (w 7), and the active migxatory nucleus
is in some (?all) eases of smaller size than the stationary nucleus.
(Didini,~m (Prandtl, 1906), 2a~"c~meci~m (Calkins and Cull, 1907), etc.)
16: Fifthly, organisms which--like 2arc~meci~m--conjugate in the
manner described in w 5, must be regarded as hermaphrodite ~ hldividuals
at the time of conjugation: for they each produce the equivalents of
9 a "maie" gamete and a "female" gamete. Organisms which conjugate
like Vo~'ticellc~ (w 6), however, are of a different sexual nature. The
large c0njugant is a female individual, producing the equivalent of a
"female" gamete. The small conjugant is a male individual, woducing
the equivalent of a "m'~le" gamete. There is an additional complication
i Firs~ definitely s~a~ed by Engelmaun (1875).
2 A oonolusion clrawn by Engelmann (1876) and earlier workers, but i~rom incorreo~
premisses,
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here, moreover, because the conjugangs as well as their gamete nuclei
fuse during conjugation, so that only one complex zygote results. It
seems to me necessary to lay special emphasis on the preceding statemen~s, because ~he ~erms "gamete," "sex," "male" and "female" are
almost always misused in the case of the ciliates, and a very great deal
of conNsion has arisen in consequence ~. It is manifest that "male
sex" or "female sex" is properly predicabed of individuals, which are
ultimately known by 5he gametes which they produce. To suppose
that a " m a l e gamete" is itself a male is absurd. This misleading germ
really signifies "a gamete produced by a male individual." The gamete
itself has no sex--within the legitimate meaning of the word.
15. Lastly, it should be clearly realized that among the ciliates the
sole mebhod of reproduction is by division. Sexual "reproduction" (in
the sense of "multiplication") does not occur"-. The zygote is a conjugant reorganized--a new individual raised upon the ruins of an old,
without auy increase in the number of individuals. After conjugation,
the exconjugant reproduces by fission (~he earliest divisions being
sometimes modified, of. ~ 5) in essentially the same manner as any
other individual. All "generations" are produced asexually--by fission
or budding. The only "sexually produced generation" is the exconjugant, which {s merely the conjugant reorganized--an individual
thrown into the melting pot, with a bit of another individual, and
recast. In fhe case of the Vortieellids (w 6), two whole individuals,
as well as t.heir gametes, filse to form one zygote; so that sexual
"reproduction" in these forms results in a reduction--not increase-in the number of individuals.
To convince himself of this, the reader need only refer to almost'any of the recent
works dealing with genetic expel'iments on ciliates, tie will find that the same author
assumes a coojugant to be a cell, a gamete, or a sexual organism, at pleasure--according
to the requirements of the argument. Examples of such inconsistencies could be given
by the dozen.
"Ce n'ee~ pus, en effe~, un des r@sultats les moins surprenants des reeherches sur
la f@coudation des Cili@s, de voir que son @volution et ses manifestations si complexes
n'aboutissent g 1~ multiplication ou s la reproduction d'aucun gtre n o u v e a u " (Maupae,
1889, p. 435).
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II.

The Life-cycle opt` a Ciliate accordiny to MatqJas.
16. I propose in this cha,pter to s~a~e veW briefly ~he chief general
conclusions dr~wn by Maupas from the extensive investigations which
culminated in his grea~ works of 1888 and 1889. I:Es clear and precise
conceptions will form a convenien~ fixed point from which to contemplate the work which has since been done.
17. Maupas claimed to have proved ~ha~ the lives of ciliates run
in cycles< There is firs~ a period of asexual multiplication (agamie
period, or period of immaturity), during which the progeny of an
exeonjugant continue ~o multiply, withou~ conjugating or being able
to conjugate. At ~he end of this period--of definite length for each
species--the organisms attain ~he age of puberty, after which conjugation is possible and normally occurs in nature.
Unless they
conjugate, the organisms continue to multiply for a further definite
9number of 9
This second period--during the whole of which
~he animals are sexually mature--is called by ~{aupas the eugamie
period. If, for any reason, conjugation does not occur during this
period, ~he animals now enter a ~hird period of multiplication--the
period of senescence--which is also of definite duration. Throughout
this period the animals suffer more aald more from old age, until they
final!y die after completing a given number of fissions. Those organisms
which are able to conjugate successfully during the eugamie period
beebme "karyogamically rejuvenated," or reorganized, and start another
cycle of development like that just described.
t This view was first definitely expressed--so far as I am a w a r e - - b y Olapar~de and
L a c h m a n n (1860) and by Balbiani (1860). It has been stated by Woodruff (1909 a.) that
Dujardin " m a i n t a i n e d that the life-history of infusoria comprises a cyclical change in
vitality which terminates in death." I know of no passage in his writings which can
.'be construed in this fashion. He certainly did not believe in a " c y c l e " such as that
de'scribed by Maupas, for he held that a sexual act had not been proved to occur in any
ciliate. Dujardin (1841, p. 87), suggested that there is possibly a limit to multiplication
by fission, but he did not maintain this proposi~ion or take sides on the issue. Balbiani's
statements, however, are very definite. He says that he h a s established the fact that
there is a limit to asexual reproduction in the ciliates. The period of asexual multiplication terminates with natural death of all individuals belonging to the same cycle ; or " by
a return of sexual reproduction, indicating the completion of one of these cycles and the
beginning of a new cycle"; or by encystaliion. (See Balbiani, 1860.) tIis views were
therefore at this t i m e - - h e frequently changed them--very similar to those of }r
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A concrete ease m a y be given in illustration. The life-cycle

of ~ylonyelda.pustulatc~ may be tabulated thtls ~:

Divisions.
1--Exeonj ugant.
} period of immatm'i~y (agamie period).
130--Age 9f puberty.
} Eugamie period.
170
Period of senescence.
31G--Death.
The length of one complete cycle for this species is ~hus 316 divisions,
but ~aupas found that the cycle is of different length in different
species. For example, ~tylonychic~ ~nytilus died of old age after 319
successive bipartibions, Occy~richc~ and Owchodro~nus 9ra'ndis after
320--330, Lezwoyhrys patulc~ after 660.
19. The period of time 9ccupied by a developmental cycle depends,
of course, upon the rate a~ which division takes place. This, according
to Naupas, depends upon four factors : (1) the individual temperament
of the species; (2) the biological adaptation of the Species ~o its form
of nnbrition; (3) the quality aa~d quantity of the nutrition=; (4) the
temperature. Light and other external factors he fotmd to have no
appreciable effects.
20. Three conditions are, according to Naupas, necessalT for
stlccessful conjugation. These are? (1) hnnger; (2) sexual maturity;
(3) diversity of ancestry of the conjugants ("fgeondation crois6e")--Tthat
is, the conjugants must not be related 3. "External physical conditions
play no determining part in the appearance of eonjagationi" E[unger-1 The division a~ which the eugamie period ends and the period of senescence begins
is variousl:y s~a~ed by ~Itmp~s ~o be ~he 160~h a n d the 170~h--180~h.
"- Earlier experiments h a d been m~de by Balbiani (1860) in this connexion. ]~e states
~ha~ he placed ~hree individuMs of p~ramecium az~relia sep,~r~ely in ~hree differeu~ watchglasses. In one of ~hese he placed 6 drops of pure wa~er, in another 6 drops of a pepper
infusion con~Mning m a n y bae~eri~ and ~moebae, in fl~e {hird 3 e.c. of ~he s~ime infusion.
After 16 d~.ys, the firs~ animal h~d divided once, and bo~h H m daughter individuals died.
After a similar length of ~ime he found ~he second animal had produced 17 offspring :
whils~ ~he ~hird had produced in 17 d~ys so n u m e r o u s a progeny that he estimated ~hem
t~ approximately 2100.
If ~hey are, ~heir union is s~erile, or produces weakly progeny which ultimately die.
Biitschli (1887) after analysing M1 the evidence available at; the time, h a d concluded
~ h ~ " external conditions which cM1 l'or~li conjugation have not :yet been ,de~ermlned."
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caused by transferring animals from a culture containing plenty of food
into one containing none or little--induces conjug'ation, provided that
t h e animals are '"karyogamically mature," and unrelated. In cultures
containing closely related animals it brings about encystation or abortive
attempts to conjugate. If the organisms are too richly nourished during
the eugamic period, conjugation does not occur.
21. Senescence, which occurs in the last period of the life-cycle in
organisms Which have failed to conjugate, is manifested by the following
phenon~ena: decrease in the size of the organisms, degeneration of the
nuclear apI)aratus (in various ways), reduction of the mouth-parts and
~appendages, physiological degeneration (loss or inhibition of various
NnCtions), and sometimes by "morbid sexual hyperaesthesia," leading
to abnormal and sterile conjugations between closely related individuals.
The final result is always death.
22. 1Vfaupasdid not share the view--which had then recently been
revived by Weismann~--that the Oiliata are "immortal." He believed
that his researches had shown that these animals are not capable of
multiplying by fission for an endless period. Unless conjugation takes
place at the proper season, the doom of the organism or its offspring
is sealed, and old age and death are as inevitable for Pa~'amecii~m as
for

man.

CHAPTER III.

The _~eszdts of Late~" ff~westigators.
_ 23. ~ Having' briefly outlined the conclusions reached by iglaupas,
I shall now review the chief results which have accrued fi'om the
investigations of subsequent Workers. For the sake of convenience,
I shall sub-divide these results into two main groaps--according as
they col~cern (A)the asexual or (B) the sexual period in the life-history:
and I shall consider the experimental results, in each subject studied,
as far as possible in ehronologicN order.
z Weismann's conception of t:he " i m m o r t a l i t y " of the Protozoa was familiar to earlier
investigators-re.g., Ehrenberg and Dujardin. The ilrst expression of this idea with which
I am acquainted is ill the work of the former !Ehrenberg, 1838). lV[oreover, he clearly
realized the allegorical nature of this " i m m o r t a l i t y " - - " welche po~tisch genug an Unsterblichkeit und ewlge Jugend grenzt." " M a n theile sich in zahllose neue Theile, um
zahllose Jahl:e zu leben und lung zu seyn." Woodruff (I909a), however, is wrong in
stating that Ehrenberg held that the "Protozoa are so simply organized that they are
not sub]edt to natural death." Calkins (1902a)is also wrong in s~a~ing that "Ehrenberg's
wew was vigorously contested" by Dujardin. (Cf. also footnote to w 17, SUl)ra. )
Jom'n. of Gen. zv
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THE

ASEXUAL PERIOD.

2~. We may first consider the duration of the period of multiplication by fission. I g is important to inquire how far 3/Iaupas was justified
in concluding that this period is of a limited duration, and ~hat-without conjugation--old age and death fbrm the natural terminatio)l
of the ciliate life-cycle.
25. The first experiments to be considered are those of Joukowsky
(1898), who kept four cultures--each started from an exconjugant--of
_Pleurotrichc~ la,nceolatc~. One of these continued for ~58 generations ~,
without conjugation or degeneration. This line was still developing
normally when it was abandoned. Another line persisted for 250
generations, a third for 442--both finally dying. The fourth was
followed to the 220th generation. It developed further, but abnormally.
Two similar cultures of _Paravzecium cc~dat~m reached 150 and 170
generations, and then died. Conjugatiml was observed twice, and
degenerate forms were found at the end Of the time. The first culture
(_Pleurotrichc~) is interesting, on account of its long duration; but from
~he others no definite conclusions can be drawn.
26. Kulagin (1899) studied Pc~rameci~iz, and suggested that
"senescence" in old culttlres is really due to the accumulation of
harmful substances in the bodies of the organisms or the surrounding
medium. Satisfactory evidence for this conclusion he does not give.
27. Simpson (1901) found that in his cultures of _Pc~rc~meci~z the
ra~e of division of the organisms gradually decreased, until they finally
died. He did not attempt to ascertain the determining factors.
28. Catkins (1902 (with Lieb, 1902), 1902 c~,190~), also investigated
_Paravzeci.t~r~, and made a similar observation. He succeeded in keeping
one line for 74~2 generations, without eor~jugation occun'ing; others for
shorter periods. In all cases he found that the rate of fission gradually
became slower, and the animals entered a "period of depression." From
this they were able to recover if stimulated with various chemicals and
extractives. "The well-marked cycles, with periods of depression which
demanded stimulation of a decided character, were approximately of six
months duration, while intermediate cycles of less importance were
about three months long" (Calkins, 1904). "One nagm'al way in
1 I~ should be remembered ~ha~ all "generations " are asexually produced, among ~he
eiliates. The term does no~ connote any of ~hose secondary meanings associated with
~he eoncep~ion of "generation" in sexually reproducing organisms.
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which ~he weakened descendant may be restored to new vigor is
by conjugation with another individual" (Calkins and Lieb, 1902).
'~A couple of hundred generations, more or less, uses up the potential
of vigali.~y, whereupon, unless the potential is renewed [by co~ljuga~ion
or stimtflation], the ratedies out with some indications of protoplasmic
old age" (Calkins and IJieb, 1902).
291 Calkh~s (1904,) denied that the meganucleus increases in size
during depression periods, or that the micronucleus degenerates (contra
M~upas), "Temperature changes have little or nothing to do with the
decline of vigor" (Calkins, 1.902). Depression is not morphalogiegl, but
physiological, and is shown by pathological divisions and the formation
of monsters, decrease in ~he rate of division, and death. The recovery
from depression--brought about by chemicat stimuli--he regarded as
a case of "m;tifieial parthenogenesis." This is based, apparently, upon
the erroneous supposition (~w12, 1~) that the conjugant--or woula-be
conjugant--is a gamete.
30. 1%. ]~{ertwig has formulated a hypothesis to account for the
"depression" periods observed by himself, Calkins, and many others,
in cultures of ciliates. It is involved in his "theory of the karyoplasmic
ratio" (XernPlasmatheorie) which may be stated as follows : the massrelation of nucleus

to cytoplasm

expressed as the quotient

~--ghatis,

the mass of nuclear substance divided by the mass of cytoplasm--is
a ratio whose magnitude is of fundamental importance for all vital
processes influenced by the nucleus, for assimilation and organizing
activity, for growth and division (1%. ]~ertwig, 1908, p. 5, st cdibi-cf.. 1899, 1902, 1903, 1903 a, 1905).
3i. t{ertwig (1899, 1903, 1903 a,), from studies of Parc~meci~7~,
Dilept~ts, ~ d other Protozoa, believes that depression is due to the
deyelopment.of an abnormal karyoplasmic ratio. During a number
of successive generations, the nuelens gradually increases in size at the
K
expense of the cytoplasm--in other words, ~ becomes larger. The
resulting disproportion c~uses depression, or inhibition of vital activities.
It may be compensated by elimination or absorption of nuclear subsf,ance,
or by conjugation--both of which are considered to restore the .karyoplasmic ratio to normal : or it may be so great a disproportion that the
animal is unable to recover, and consequently dies. E{ertwig found
~bat the meganucleus actually is disproportionately large in animals
in a state of depression.
10--2
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32: Popoff (1907) has obtained results which he interprets in a
similar manner, lie cultivated a line of Stylonyohict ~n~Jtihts for
389 months. During this time he observed "depression periods"--like
those of @alkins (w 28)--which became deeper and deeper until the
culture finally died out. I n depressed individuals he found the meganucleus abnormMly l a n e (w167
29, 31), and often fragmented or of irregular
shape: the mieronuelei frequently multiplied, and the whole organism
was smaller (w 21). No conjugations were observed ~, though,clepressed
animMs were "inclined to conjugate." They recovered fl'om depression
by resorption of the excess of chroma~in in the meganueleus (?)--thus
restoring the karyoplasmie ratio to normal (w 31). Similar depression
periods were caused in _Pc~rameci~tmby overfeeding, t{eeovery occurred
as a result of conjugation. The morphological eha~ngesobserved were
similar to those seen in Stylon~jchia; and Popoff sees "a complete
parallel" in the nuclear behaviour during depression wi~h ~hat seen
during conjugation. "Everything goes to show that ~he cause of
depl"ession is not to be sought in accidental changes in environment
(such as food, water, etc.), but that it lies in the organism 9itself."
33. In a series,of papers, Enriques (1903-1910) has maintained
that the "depression" or "senescence" seen in cultures of ciliates is
not due to "okl age" or any internal cause, but is merely the result of
adverse environmental conditions--the most important being overgrowth
of bacteria. "Depression" is due to prolonged poisoning" with bacterial
toxins. If these are not allowed to accumulate, affd the culture medium
is frequently renewed, no depression occurs, and the animals are capable
of multiplying asexually ad infinitum. The chief evidence advanced by
Enriques in support of the last proposition is the statemen~ that he h'as
kept Glaucoma in cultures for 683 generations, without it conjugating
or showing any signs of "depression" or "senile:decay " (1905). Other
organisms kept for shorter periods gave similar results--e.g. Ox~jtri&a]
~tylonychic,, Vorticetlc, (1903, 1905 a, 1910, etc.). "Agamic reproduction
can. be continued as long as one likes, if ~he technique is good and
bacter{a are not too numerous. No change of food is necessary" (1909c@
9Enriq~es strongly criticizes the work of Calkins (w 28) and Popoff

(w 32).
34,. in his later papers Popoff (1909ct, 1909 b) has shown that

"depression" such as he obser~'ed in his cultures (w 32) may be brought;
about by ~reating the animals with certain ehemieMs,

lie cultivated

1 Possibly because the animMs were all descended from ~he same ~nces~or ? (w 20).
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Ntj!o~.ychla in water containing CO2 and Par~mecium in wager
containing ammonia. In both he observed increase in the size of
the meganucleus, followed by its fragmentation, multiplication of the
micronuc!eus, and loss of power to divide or assimilate food. The
nuclear changes are compared with those occurring during conjngation,
but the animals trea~ed in this manner never conjugated. Similar
:effects were not produced by o~her chemicals (N~@I, MgCI~, MgSO.,
glucose). Popoff interprets these results as indicating that katabolic
products accumulate during a depression period and cause a disorganized
condition of the organism which can be corrected by conjugation and
its concomitant reorganization (w 31).
35. Results similar to Chose of Popoff (~ 3~) have been obtained
with Parmnecium by Sun (1912), by adding uric acid or calcium
phosphates to the culture liquids.
3 6 . Gregmy (1909) has kept a line of fillina magna for 54,8
generations ~. "Depression periods" were observed, but chemical
stimulation had little effect--" rejuvenation took place, but only to
a slight degree." The culture finally died, without conjugatioll
occurring. Gregory interprets her results in the same terms as
Calkins (w28). She denies that the relative size of the meganucleus
increases during depression: but the conclusion appears to rest upon
the use of a fallacious "coefficient," and it appears from the few measurements given that her results do not really contradict Popoff's (w 32).
Moody (1912) has obtained closely similar results with Spathidi~m,
/vhich she cultivated for 218 generations. Death, however, was probably due to "abnormal conditions of the environment." She also
denies t h a t the size of the nucleus increases during depression, but
her meast~rements do not b e a r this out. She employs the same
peculiar "coeffacient" as Gregory ~ Calkins, it may be added, has
succeeded in keeping Blepharisma for 224 generations, and Actinobolus
f0r446 generations. Both lines then died. (See Calkins and Gregory,
1913.)
37. The most extensive work on the duration of the asexual period
has been done by Woodruff. Woodruff's earliest work (1905) was on
the hypotrichous forms Oxytricha, Pleurotricha, and Gastrostyla--th e
T.his organism divides into 2 or 4 daughter-individuals inside a temporary cyst. I n
one place (p. 399) ~he number of generations is given as 546.
"~ The sLa~is~ies given for Acti~wbolus (Table 5) are ~o me absolutely unintelligible.
The volume of the cytoplasm is given in every case as less than ~h~ of the nucleus (which
is inconceivable ) ; yet ~he average ra~io of nucleus ~o cytoplasm is found ~o be 1 : 20.
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iongest lines of which he succeeded i n keeping for 860, 4r and 288'
generations respectively. He observed Calkins's ,,cycles" in division
rate (w 28), with corresponding "depression periods " resulting finally
in death.
"Igejuvenescence" was brought about by beef extract
(Oxytricha).
" T h e number of generations which constitute a cycle
is not a~ all constant," and the "cycles'' themselves show seconda W
cycles or " rhythms "--i.e. minor fluctuations in division rate. 1%
conjugations occurred.
38. Quite recently Woodruff (1913 b) has published some measuremen~s of individuals from his long line of Oxytricha. I-Ie finds that the
mean size of both the organism and the nucleus is "smallest at periods
of high reproductive activity, ~nd becomes progressively larger as ~he
division rate falls." During depression periods there is an in, crease in
the relative amount of cytoplasm as compared with nucleus (w167
31, 32):
As Woodruff s,ppeam to Imve selected his individuals at random, ~t
unknown inter-division moments, it is not mlrprising that he finds the
karyoplasmic r~tio very variableL This consideration seems to me to
render his measttrements of ve W questionable significance.
39. I n a long series of papers, Woodruff (1908 a-1914) ~has reported
fip0n his investigations of Pa~'a,~eci~m a~relia a. "This race of P a r a ~ e c i u m has abtained so far (}r
1, 1912) 3029 generations during the
five years it has been under da~ly observation. The number of generations attained during each of the first five years of its existence is as
follows : first year 452, second year 690, third year 613, fourth year 612,
and fifth year 662. The mean rate of division for the enth'e period is
over three divisions in forty-eight hours. Periods of marked physiological depression have not occurred--such vm'iations in the rate of
reproduction as have appeared being either normal rhythms or the
effects of environmental changes of temperature mid culture medium.
The organisms of ~he present generation are in as normal morphological
and physiological condition as the original ' w~ld' individual isolated
to initiate the culture" (Woodruff, 1912). Later (Wooch~uff, 1913)we
learn that 3340 generations have been reached: still later (Woodruff,
1913 a ) " more than 3800 generations" in " over 6 years "; and finally
it is announced (Woodruff, 1914) that the 4102nd generation has been
I See w47 infra.
Summaries of the work of Woodruffant1his collaboratorswill be found in Woodruff
(1912 a) ant1]VH&lle~on(1913).
.) 2. caudatum has given eompar.~ble results on a smaller scale. Concerning the
specific dlstinctlons of these ~wofarms see Wooclruff (1911b). Compare also w78 infTa.
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attained 1. Conjugation has never occurred in this line ~. It is coneluded that the "cycle" of Calkins (w 28) "is probably an artificial one
which is brought about by the subjection of the race to an enviromnent
which is not suitable for its prolonged existence" (Woodruff, 1911 d).
%0. Woodruff and Baitsell (1911, 1911@ have found tha't "when
p: aurelic~ is bred on a varied culture medium, or on a constant culture
mediumof beef extract, cycles do not occur, but rhythms (w 37) persist.
It is not possible b y constant envfl'onmental conditions to eliminate the
rhythms." The "constancy" of the environment in these experiments
is, however, not above suspicion.
4~1. Woodruff (1911, 1911 c~) has proved that the excretion products
of pc~rc~meci~n have "a decidedly depressing effect on the rate of reproduction," and this no doubt accounts to some extent for depression
periods in cultures. "These excretion products are essentially specific
in their action" (1913 a). This result should be compared with those
of Enriques (w 33), Popoff (w 3z;) and Sun (w 35). The last named
investigator has found--like Woodruff--that culture fluid in which
Pc~rc~mecia have been growing is toxic to other 2aramecic~: but she
has made the curious observation that the toxicity is lost if the fluid
be boiled.
42. Baitsell (I912) has succeeded in cultivating several lines of
Stylo~ychi~ 2ust~dc~tc~for a large number of generations. The longest
line ended at the 572nd generation (el. Maupas, w 18). "Conj~gation
never occurred and abnormal or degenerating animals did not appear,
but aRer a gradual decline in the fission rate the culture finally died
out." This result was probably not due to ': the ending of any definite
life-cycle," but to unsuitable cultural conditions,
l~Iore recently,
Baitsell/(1914o) has come to the same conclusion from studies of
Oxytricha and 2leurotriaha.
4,3. If we consider the results obtained by all the investigators
menti.oned in the preceding paragraphs, it seems highly probable that
"depression" or "senescence" in ciliates is due to unhealthy surroundings
--unsuitable food, toxins produced by the organisms themselves or their
cultural companions, etc.--and is not due to any inherent inability to
live or fi'ustrated necessity to conjugate. Woodruff's conclusion concerning Parccmeciu~n seems equally applicable to all other ciliates : " I t
is probable that most, if not all, normal individuals have, under suitable
1 Dr Woodruff informs me ~h~ ~he number of generations now reached ( ~ r e h
1914) is ~al0.
'~ ]3u~ see w i01 i~ra.
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environmenbal conditions, unlimited power of reproduction without con~
jugation or artificial stimulation" (Woodruff, ].911 d).
44,. Concerning the morphological manifestations of "depression"
there is not complete unanimity among investigators. For whereas
some believe that depressed organisms are of smaller size (Maupas,
Calkins, Popoff),.others maintain that they are larger (~r
Gregory): and similarly some observers find an increase in ~he relative
size of the meganucleus (Hertwig, Popoff, Sun), others a decrease
(Calkins, PIoocly, Woodruff). Some of ~hese conclusions cannot be
accepted unreservedly. It seems on the whole probable bhat hypertrophy of the 'meganucleus often accompanies depression: and I have
little doubt that the discordant conclusions result in part from the
loose application of the ~erms "depression" or "senescence" to a variety
of different Conditions.
45. We may now consider some remarkable work by Popoff (1908)
on what may be called the mechanics of division. The aim of his
investigations was to tes[ the truth of one of 1~. Hertwig's deductions
from his "Kernplasmatheorie" (~ 30). According to Hertwig, the
normal karyoplasmic ratio of an organism (or cell) becomes gradually
altered owing to the growth of nucleus and cytoplasm at unequal rates,
until a condition of "karyoplasmic tension " is finally set u p . This
tension, or unbalanced condition, is the factor which de~erminew division
of the organism (or cell) as a whole--the division giving rise to new
individuals in which the karyoplasmic ratio is once more normal.
Division is thus regarded as a regulatory reaction to an abnormal
mass-relation between nucleus and cytoplasm,
46. Popoff's earliest results (1908) ~ were obtained with FrontoniG
a large holotrichous ciliate of symmetrical and regular shape suitable
for measuring, It possesses a single meganucleus--upon which the
measurements were made--and several micronuclei. Cultures were
kept at various temperatures, and the volume of nucleus and cytoplasm
computed from measurements made on animals at known intervals of
time between one division and the next. The following- results may be
selected as illustrating Popoff's general conclusions. (See Fig. 3.)
47. At a temperature of 25~
_Frontonlc~ divides once every
17 hours, during which time the cytoplasm grows at a uniform ra~e
(Fig. 3). The nucleus, however, begins immediately after division to
decrease slightly in volume--probably owing to loss of liquid during
These experiments were begun originally by Wierzbizki, another of ~er~wig's pupils
(Her~wig, 1905).
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igs recovery from the preceding division. At the second hour, however,
the nucleus begins to grow, but it does so more slowly than the cytoplasm.

A_ccordinglir , t h e karyopl~'~smic ratio (/~)1 g r a d u a l l y increases.

P
I n the just divided organism, the "karyoplasmic norm" ~ = 67; but
~fter t5 hours' growth this has increased to 100. The period fi'om the
2nd, to the 15th hour is called by Popoff the "period of functional
growth of the nucleus," and a~ the end of it the karyoplasmie ratio
reaches its maximmn--the "mornent of karyoplasmic 9
During
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Fig. 3. (From Popoff, 1908, modified.)

the next two hours, the nucleus grows ("division growth") more rapidly
than the cytoplasm, so that at the 17th hour the karyoplasmic ratio is
once more normal ~ -- 67 . Division now takes place--each daug'hteri Popoff reckons ~he k~l"yopl~smic l'a~io ~s P v o l l l m e Of e.ytoph~sm, which is t~er~wlg~s
K - volume of nucleus
karyoplasmlo r~io inverted (w30).
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individual possessing at its formation a normal karyoplasmie ratio. And
so the cycle of events continues.
48. Popoff (1909) obtained confirmatory results with _Pc~ra~neci,~m.
P
The value of ~ and the rate of division vary with ~he temperature in
both cases; but the general conclusions given above appear valid[ for all
experiments, mutatis m~ttm~dis.
4,9. The "moment of karyoplasmic tension" is the moment at
which division is determined. If this were not so, indeed, it would
be difficult to understand how any division eould occur ~. Popoff (1908)
established this by ingenious vivisection experiments. The karyoplasmic ratio of a ~ro~tonia was changed by cutting off a piece of its
cytoplasm. If this was done during the period offi~nctioncd growth, the
cytoplasm continued to grow until the normal karyoplasmie ratiowas again
established. Division was consequently delayed, but finally took place
in the usual way. If, however, a piece of cytoplasm was i'emoved during
bhe period of division growth, the animal did not regulate its karyoplasmie ratio by compensatory growth of cytoplasm ; but it divided at
the proper time (17th hour) with an abnormal ka~yoplasmic ratio. This
seems to indicate that the moment of karyoplasmic tension determines
division. And, moreever, Popoff elicited the curious fact that the/)lane
of division is also determined at this moment : for an animal from which
cytoplasm had been removed during the period of division growth
divided, into two unequal-sized individuals, at the plane which would
have been median, had the animal been whole.
50. Needy (1912) has made some measurements of s
which--she believes-htally with Popoff's results for Frontonia and
Para~neci~n (~ 4~7, 48). But unfortunabely no real eonfirmaf, ion of
his laborious and important researches has yet appeared. It is easy
to criticize or disbeliew his conclusions, but to test them by further
experiments performed in the same manner is an m'duous task. And
without further experimental ev,denee, criticism of this work becomes
merely an academic discussion of probabilities--of no real value.
51. Iuquiries have been instituted into the effects of ehemieaI and
physical agents upon the rate of fission in eiliates, and some results of
gllis wot:k may suitably be considered here. We have ah'eady seen
. 1 In- floe case cited above, for example, i~ will be seen ~ha~ ~he karyoplasmie ra~[o is
normal (67) jus~ before division. As ig is ~he same in the newly divided organism, one
naturally asks why division should occur a~ a l l - - a s s u m i n g :i~ ~o be de~ermined by ~he
l~aryoplasmie ra~io. Some such expIana~ion as ~hat gDen above ~herefore becomes
necessary.
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(w167
28, 36, 37) that certain chemical (and physical ?) stimuli are able
~o increase the rate of division in "depressed" cultures ~, but similar
effects have also been produced in normal organisms.
52~ Peters (1904,) has laid emphasis on the fact that the salt
content of ~he medium in which ciliates are cultivated is a most
important factor. I-Ie found as a result of numerous experiments that
an excess of ]~CI in an otherwise normal medium accelerates ~he division
of stem#or. Small quantities of chloroform act similarly upon _Paraq71,80~#'171,.
53. Calkins and Lieb (1902) who studied ~he effects of alcohol on
'~depressed" Pc~rt~mecii~n found that this substance acts, in a certain
concentration, as "a continued stimulus which sustains the high rabe
of division even during periods of depression of the control series." But
Wood,'uff.(1908) has shown thab minute doses of alcohol sometimes
increase and sometimes decrease the rate of fission. In the former case,
"the effect is not continuous, but gradually diminishes and finally the
rate of division falls below that of the control." A larger dose of alcohol
will again increase the rate of fission, but again for a limited .period
onlye, These results may be compared with those of Daniel (1909)
who finds ~ha~ ~tentor and Spirosto~nur~ can acquire a specific resistance
to alcohol--becoming "acclimatized" to small bu~ gradually increasing
doses. Both Woodruff and Daniel found that alcohol~resistant eiliates
are more susceptible to certain other chemicals.
5& The toxicity of certain salts to Parameci~n has been studied
by Woodruff and Bunzel (1909). Estabrook (1910) has studied the
effects of various chemicals on the gTowth of the same form. All the
substances tried 3 behaved in a similar manner : " When vmT weak they
haVe.no effect whatever. In greater concentrations, all retard the later
stages of growth" and cause "other injury to the organism." It is
surprising to find, however, that complete growth can occur in a medium
consisting of nothing but distilled water and a little NaC1. It may be
noted here that Patter (1905) has found that 2~'re~meciu~n and other
ciliates can live for m a n y days in distilled water containing no free
oxygen.
55. ]Kany of the earlier workers found that temperature has a
marked influence on the rate of fission (w 19). All later workers have
1 And the decrease in ra~e of rise{on during "depression " may also be due to chemieM
e&useB.

Of. also I~Ia~heny (lOl0).
a These were i%C1, nlcotine, s~rychn~ne, and alcohol, in different concentrations.
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reached ~he same conclusion. [Of. Joukpwsky (1898), Popoff (1908),
~autmatm (1909), Woodruff and Bai~sell (1911b), Sun (1912), etc.]
The higher the.gemperature, the more rapid ~he rate of fission. For
example, Popoff (1908) found that Stygow&~a mytilus divides.about
once every 8 hours at 25 ~C., every 16 hours at 18~C.,,every 30 hours
at 1'~~C., every 4,8 hours at 10~ O. Woodruff and Baitsell (1911 b),
Sun (1912) and Jollos (1913)point ou~ tha~ the increase in.the ra~e
of division with h~crease of tempera eure follows van't I-Ioff's rule for the
velocity of a chemical reaction.
56. There is, of course, a maximal and a minimal temperature
beyond which a ciliate cannot live and divide. These limits were
determined by l~au~mann (1909) for Pccraszesium as 35 ~02 and 5DC.
respectively. Nore recently IZlu~chison (1913), who has studied several
forms, concludes that each species "has a resistance peculiarly i~s own,"
but " t h e amoun~ of variation within the species may be considerable."
Different strains of ~a~'aqneciu.m caudat,uqn, for instance, showed very
differen~ powers of thermal resistance.
57. kate of fission may also depend to some extent upon the form
of nutrition (w 19). 5 n illustration of ~his is given by Joukowsky
(1898) who found tha~ ~let~rotricha reproduced more rapidly when
fed carnivorously on ~/~.onema than when kep~ in inNsions of hay,
flour, or albumin.
58. I~ was found by ~IcClendon (1909) that the ra~e of fission- in
Pavc~r~eeiu,r~ is accelerated if the animal is subjected to centrifugal
force for a certain ~ime. I-tis controls, however, seem to have been
abnormally slow in dividing, and the mortality excessively high.
59. According to Peters (1904) KC1 not only accelerates division
in Stentor (w 52) but also modifies i~s character. The organism under~
goes an abnormal process of "budding" often forming very minute
"dwarfs." Further information about this curious phenomenon iS to
be desired. The dwarfs seem to have origh~a~ed by what m a y be
called "chemical vivisection" or mutilation of the individual: I t would
be interesting ~o know whether ~hey are viable and able to reproduce-whether ~hey reorganize ~o normal size and form--whether they produce
dwarf or normal off.spring.
60. According to Joukowsky (1898) the size of a ciliate may depend
upon its food. ~>[euvotriehc~was found to vary from 200 b~ to 15 b~ in
It was found ghag a temperature as high as 45 ~ O. might be withstood if ~he a n i m a l s
were exposed to i~ for only a very short Lime. Compare also Jollos (1918).
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iengtts--gimlt individuals of this species and O,,Tychodromus resulting
fi'om cannibalism.
61. We may now pass to a consideration of variations and their
heredi.tal 7 transmission--a matter ~o which the foregoihg facts inevibably lead us. The nature of "heredity" in the asexual reproductive
process of a ciliate should be clearly realized, and I would therefore
remind the reader of.a few important fac~s, before introducing this
subject. It is ofben assumed that "inheritance" in a ciliate is a very
simple matter--one organism merely dividing into two exactly similar
orga!lisms. A moment's thought, however, will make i~ clear that when
a complex creature wibh morphologically and physiologically differentiated ends divides transversely across the middle, the acquisition
of ~he parent's form by the two daughber-individuals is by no means
so simple a matter as at first sight it might appear. Indeed, it is
probably true that all the complex buccal and appendicular structures
--in fact the entire ciliary coat and all its derivatives--of the parent
~ e resorbed Or undifferentiated during division and a set of corre.spending organs formed by new growth and differentiation in each
daughter organism. Details of this process in certain complex fbrms
have been worked out especially by Wallengren (1901) and Griffin
(1910). In no known case is the differentiated protoplasm of the
parent p~sively parcelled out or "handed down" to the offspring in
the fashion contemplated by c~ priori speculators. Only certain
inclusions * (food, symbiotic algae, etc.), behave thus. The nuclei, of
course,, divide during division of the organism as a whole, but in the
meganucleus undifferentiation and subsequent re-differentiation often
occur, during fission.
62. Simpson (1902) h ~ shown that when a Parc~meci'u~ divides
into two, the products--measured at given later moments--may differ
from one another in size. But Jennings (1909) has shown that " t h e s e
'variations' are mere temporary fluctuations, without effect in heredity"

(w 6a).
63. Jennings (1908 c~, 1909, 1911) has now demonstrated, by long
series of carefulmeasurements and observations, the important fact
9that. the species of Pc~rc~neciu~n called ccc'udc~tu~7~ and ca~relic~ are not
homogeneous--that each consists of an assemblage of distinct races
(Jordan's "little species," Johannsen's " pure lines") which difthr i~ter
se, but which in se are constant. These races differ from one another
not only in size and form but also in physiological respects. The
I 13u~ see w 81 et seq.,

i~7/ra.
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distinctive characters of 6 such "pure lines" of caudatu~ a n d 5 of
au~ella are fnlly set forth by Jennings and I-~argitt (1910).
66. The nature of these pure lines will be instantly envisaged in
the accompanying diagrain (Fig. 4,). We here see (upper line) outlines
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Fig. 4. (From Jennings, 19090
of individuals of mean size belonging 5o eight different races of.Pa~'ameciwrb,drawn to the same scale. The differences in size are remarkable
9 the actual mean length of the largest race (L~., ccu~dc~tu~)reaching
230/~, of the smallest (i, c~relic~) only 90/~.
65. Within each race the individuals may differ considerably from
one another in size--as a result of growth, nutrition, and external
conditions. : This is shown diagrammatically i n F i g . 6 (lower line),
which depicts the relative dimensions of 10 individuals belonging to
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the race D (upper line). The largest individual has a length of 256 t~,
t h e smallest 80 ~, But the races all breed true to their mean dimensions.
,'Breeding from the extreme specimens--the larges~ and smallest--of
a l single-race, we get several hundred individuals from each. Both
2rod~ce p~.of/eny of the sa~Tze mean size. Each produces a whole series
of varying individuals, just like the original racial series; ~he series
produced b y the largest individual is exactly like that produced by
the smallest, or by any other. Selection ~vithin the pm'e .race is of ~o
e]'ect on the size" (Jennings, 1909). All the races appear to be
"singularly resistant, remaining quRe constan~ in most respects, so
far as has been determined" (Jennings, 191.1). The importance of
these .conclusions for every worker engaged in the study of genetics
in the Ciliata is obvious. There can be little doubt that Jennings's
conclusions will be found to hold good for ciliates other than Para~rbeci~7~. He himself (of. Jenilings and Hargitg, 1910) has shown that
there are many indications pointing to this conclusion : and he has also
made it clear that non-recognition of the existence of pure lines in
general populations of ciliates is a source of error which can lead--and
probably has led--to many WTong conclusions concerning variation in
these organisms.
66. Nany interesting observations have been made upon the pro,
duction and asexual transmission of variations, and the more important
of these may now be considered. We may begin with certain normal
"modifications" which are due to differences of temperature. P~. Hertwig
found that the value of the karyoplasmic ratio (w 30) in a given species
of Ciliate varies according to the temperature at which the organisms
a~e cultivated ~. As a general rule, the size of the meganucleus is
relatively larger in animals kept at a low temperature, smaller in those
at a high temperature. Further, this difference is both relative and
absolute, for the organisms themselves are larger at a low temperature
than at a high temperature.
67. Confirmation of Kertwig's conclusions (w 66) has been given by
Popoff (1908, 1909) and Rautmann (1909), for Frontonia, Stylo~jshia,
and -Paramesit~m. An illustration may be taken from the case of
Stylon~jchia (Popoff, 1908), summarized in the following table~:
1 The value of ~he karyoplasmic ra~io also appears ~o be differen~ in differen~ races of

Paramecium.. See no~e.by Popoff and Rau~mann (Popoff, 1909, p. 180).
L, B and W s~and for length, breadth and width. The length of ~he nucleus is ~he
combined length of i~s ~wo components, ~he width ~he mean of ~ho ~wo widths. The unRs
of measuremen~ are no~ microns bu~ divisions of t,he ocular micrometer used by Popoff.
I have given ~he mcasgremcn~s ~o ~he firs~ decimal place only.
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lVfe~m Dimensions of
Body
Temperature C ~

L.

25
17--19

9 '7
11 'd:
12 "8

i0

N:eg~muclo{ls

B.

~r.

L.

:B.

W.

6 '6
8'7
9 '0

4'5
5 '3
6'3

4 "6
5 '7
5 "8

0 "9
1 '0
1"3

0"8
1 "1
1.9,

The karyopl~smie ratios 7~ calculated for these three temperatures
are respectively 80"7, 77"4, 74. The dimensions of the micronno]ei in
Frontonia appear to vary like those of the meganucleus (Popoff, 1909),
but in Stylon~jchia they were not studied.
68. These size-differences are not permanent; apparently they are
manifested as a direct response to temperature--like differences in rate
of fission (w 55). gantmann (1909) has found, however, that rise Of
temperature, rise of fission-rate, and rise of karyoplasmie ratio do not
all run parallel. For increase in rate of fission (in _Parameci.z~q~)
accompanies increase in temperature--the temperatures tried being
5~ to 35 ~@.: whereas the karyoplasmid ratio

increases with ~he

temperature up to 25 ~, but then begins to sink. When an organism
iS subjected to a change of temperature, it can regulate its karyoptasmic
ratio to that characteristic for the new temperature in the space of
time which elapses between one division and the next--for a temperature interval o f 5 ~ C.
69. Jollos (1913) experimenting w i t h p u r e lines of Pc~rameciuq~
caudat~on, has found that although differences in size are produced by
changes of temperature--as described by Hertwig, Popoff and t{autmann
--nevertheless these differences are transitory. At a new temperature,
a change of size is at first observable, but later it disappears. The
animals appear to become adapted to the new temperature and then
~o readjust themselves to theft" original proportions. Jollos also sta~es
that resistance to extremes of temperature can be induced in _Parc~mecium to a slight degTee. But here again the modification is
impermanent--being l o s t i f the organisms are returned to a normal
temperature.
70. In one case Jollos (1913) claims to have produced a permanent
change (" mutation ") in -Pc~rameciuq~. From a race subjected t o n high
temperature he obtained a small race which is per~nane~Ttly small-:-at
high, nSrmal and lower temperatures. This race has conjugated Witho[~
reverting to the original.size. : I t differs also in being, less susceptible
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than the original race to sudden changes of temperature. The original
cntbm'e was derived from a single individual: and after conjugation an
exeonjugant was similarly isolated and cultivated, so that Jollos's belief
Shut ~e has assisted at the production of a "mutation" q?pears ~ ~o be
instilled.
Y1. gollos (1913) has further recorded experiments with arsenic
comp_ounds, I-Ie finds thai; l~tt9'ctg~,eci,tr~ may acquire an increased
resistance to arsenic if treated with it fo," some time =. An arsenicresistant ,"ace so produced remains resistan~ for a considerable time if
bred further in an arsenic-free medium. But the increased resistance
gradually diminishes in the course of time, until it is finally lost. The
loss is more rapid if the animals are subjected to sudden changes in
~emperature and nutrition. F o r such a partially permanent change
gollos proposes the name of "enduring modification" (Dauermodifika~ion). (See also ig~frc~, w 113.)
72. Estabrook (1910) has found no evidence that a race of _Pm'c~~zed~t#~ of a given mean size can be transformed by chemicals (w 54,)
into a larger or a smaller ,'ace. Tempera U changes in size were
obsei'ved, but regarded as due to "variations in the nutritive and
other conditions of the normal environment."
Concerning another
ciliate, however, Prowazek (1909) has published a peculiar observation.
Leucopb'ys pat~dc~was said by Maupas be be dimorphic--some organisms
being large, othm~ smalP. Prowazek has confirmed this: and he adds
~hag he has been able, by trea~ing cultures of the smaller form with
minute doses of quinine, t;o extract from them races of the larger tbrm.
These, however subsequently reverted to the smaller form.
73. Among the records of experimentally produced variations the
researches of Popoff occupy a prominent place. From studies relating
to the kawoplasmic ratio (.~w45 49) he surmised ~hat variations in
Size might originate through alteration of the relative proportions of
nuclear and cytoplasmic matter. Thus if an organism with a given
karyoplasmic ratio x chanced to divide into two new individuals of
unequal size, but each with a normal ratio (x); then it migh~ be
supposed that the new individuals would give rise ~o new races of
1 tIis paper is only a preliminary no~e, w i t h o u t adequate evidence for his sta'~emen{s.
-~ 00mpare ~he similar bu~ more definite results previously obtained by others with
~rypanos0mes--reviewed in an earlier paper in this Journal (Vol. II. p. 201, 1912).
a ~Iaupas ~hough~ the small forms were probably sexual individuals. Prowazek never
sa)r {hem conjugate, and appears no~ ~o share ~his view : bu~ what his own in~erpret;a~ion
o f ~he dimoq~hism m a y be (? sexual) I eanno~ comprehend. I~ is certain, a~ all events;
fha~ the la~ege and small individuals are no~ females and males (w 14).
Journ. of Gen. ~v
11
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larger or smaller individuals. Popoff believes ~ha~ he has actually
(1908).
observed this in Stentor and JFrontonic~ (1909) and s
As a result of unequal division, large and small races arose. They bobh
had 'a normal karyoplasmie ra~io, bu~ differed in size. (See Fig. 5,
which shows bhe relabive sizes of a large (A) and small (B) race of
Ste~tor--bhe animals being outlined a~ ~he lnomen~ of division. A large
(C) and small (D) race of Frontonict is similarly compared the animals
oublined immediabely after division.) Unfortunately, ib is no~ clear fi'om
Popoff's sgabemen~s thab he acCually saw ~he unequal divisions which

)
\

Fig. 5. (From Popoff, 19"09.)

are supposed to have originated these new races. And bhe cribicism
of Jennings ~ bhat Popoff may merely have isolated pure lines (w 63)
from a mixed popnlabion is one which seems bo~h plausible and cogent.
74,. Nore convincing are Popoff's obher experimenbs (1909) on
Stentor. This ciliate possesses a meganucleus of a fm'm comparable
wi~h a s~ring of beads. By cenbris
an animal which was abou~
bo divide, Popoff caused bhe nucleus bo be unequally dis~ribubed to bhe
~wo daughter-individuals--one receiving 16 "beads," the other only 3,
whilst ~he la'~aer animal was similarly only a quarter of bhe size of ~he
See Jennings and Kargi~ (1910).
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former. Both individuals reorganized themselves successfully after
fission, and continued to multiply normally for about a week t. They
produced giant and dwarf races respectively, according to expectal;ion.
~[~ was also ascerLained Lhat the individuals of the smaller race had
reorg'm~ized their meganuclei so tha~ they consisted of the normal
number of "beads."
75. In another experiment Popoff (1909) suddenly cooled a S%ntor
which had begun to divide. The division was thus made ~o regress.
Placed a L a normal ~emperature, the animal then reorganized iLself in
a peculiar way into a single individual. It 5hen grew to a very large
size, and subsequently divided. A race of giant Ntentors was obtained
in ~his way which continued to divide and breed true for as long as the
culture was kept (about 189 months). [The size of this race can be
gauged from Fig. 5, E, which shows a dividing individual drawn to the
same scale as the o~her Stentors, A and B.] The karyoplasmic ratio of
~he giant individuals appeared to be the same as that of the normal
race from which they were derived. One of the giant Stentors fi'om
the race jus~ described is said to have divided unequally into a large
a n d a small individual. From the former, an even larger race was bred.
s attempts to obtain still larger races failed.
76. Popoff (1909) tried to produce new races of 3tentor by cutting
off pieces of protoplasm from an individual and so changing the karyoplasmic ratio. The experiments were inconclusive, though it is s~ated
that a small piece of a ~tentor containing a small piece of nucleus can
reorganize itself into a small individual capable of dividing several
~imes--always forming small individuals. Death always followed, however, and no small race was produced in this fashion ~. I~ is to be
hoped that all Popoff's experiments will soon be repeated by other
wor~ers.

77. Somewha~ similar experiments have been made on Pczramedu~n
by Calkins (1911) and Peebles (1912), and the latter concludes: " T h e
removal of a portion of the cytoplasm does not result in the productiml
of smaller individuals. After several generations have been produced
the normal size is regained."
The eul~nres were ~hen los~.
2 ltegenera~ion has, of coarse, been s~udled in some de~a{l in Stentor--e.g. by Balbian[
(1888, 1892, 1893), Gr~ber, etc. Bu~ I know of no record of ~he production of a ra~e of
aifferen~ size as a resui~ of m u t i i ~ i o n . I~ seems probable, moreover, ~ha~ vivisected
Stentors sooner or la~er reorganize ~heir meganuclel so ~ha~ ~hey eonsis~ of ~he normal
number of "beads." (Of. Balbiani (1888, 1893), Prowazek (190~), e~c.)
11--2
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78. The two species of _Parc~,meci~m called au~'elia and caudc~z~m
di{:fer from one another, inte~9 cdic~, in that the former has two micronuclei, the latter owe. [See t~iaupas (1888, 1889), Hertwig (1889).]
Calkins (].906), however, advanced the view thaL bobh forms belong ~o
the same species. Of a pair of exconjugants of caudatum (1 micronucleus) he found that one reorganized after conjugation as a cctudctt~7't
~brm; the other as an cturelic~--with 2 micronuclei. The ctu~'elic~ form
persisted for a number of generations, but finally reverted to the
cauda~z~m ~ype. Jelmings and Hargitt (1910) and Woodruff (1911b)
nevertheless regard aug'ella and cca~clc~tum as "good" species. I n this
I agree, and I think the conclusions of the former explain Calkins's
results--" in rare cases specimens of the cca~clatum races have two
micronuclei, those of caa'elia races but oneL"
79. It may be noted here that Sun (1912) has observed divisions
in _Pca'ca)zecium in which the nuclei are abnormally disBributed--the
daughter-nuclei all remaining in one individual whilst the other receives
none. Enueleate and supernucleate forms may thus arise. The formation of similar enucleate Ste~ztors has been observed by Prowazek (190@
Indiyidual -Parc~mecic~ containing only a micronucleus have been found
by Kasanzeff (1901) and Sun (1912). The former found them in starved
cultures, and believed that they arose by an irregular division or
thl"ough "hunger degeneration" of the meganucleus. No evidence
of the production of new races in this ~ashion has yet been brought
forward.
80. Abnormally nucleate races of-Pa~'ctmeci.u~z ha~e, however, been
experimentally produced by Lewin (1910). By cutting an individual
transversely through the meganucleus, he obtained two organisms, one
of ~vhich retained the micronucleus whilst the other had none. The
latter continued to divide, thus producing an "amicronucleate" race.
In'm~other case, Lewfla cut an abnormally dividing organism so that
one-half contained a meganucleus only, the other a meganucleus and
both daughter-micronuclei. The former gave use to an "amicronucleate"
.race--multiplying slowly, but normally : the latter produced a race with
two micronuclei. Both bred true for a considerable time ~
I It is perhaps worth noting here that Powers and Iviltchell(1910) have described what
appears to be another species of Paramecium (called P. m~dtimic~'onucleat~m) whleh resembles caudatum but pos'sesses from 2 to 7 micronuolei.
o~Le Dantec (1897) had previously stated tha~ cilla~es deprived of their micronuelei by
cutting in ~hls manner are able to regenerate this organ. A full accounf, of his experiments
has never been lmblished , 1/or has any confirmation of his statements yet appeared.
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81. Ter~tological variations ~ are not very uncommon in ciliates,
especially in old cultures. One natm'ally wan bs ~o know the gene[ic
behavi0ur of monstrous characters, and fortunately some information
hus already been elicited. Balbiani (1893, p. 56, P1. II, fig's. 4.4, A - - N )
was, I Lhink, bhe first to describe the inheritance of an abnormality.
lie cu# a Pctrct~neci'u~ aurelia ~ransversely, and the posterior individual
of the two so formed regenerabed and laber divided. "In the course of
~he fourth generation an abnormal prolongation in the form of a horn
developed on the anterior individual." I~ persisted during seven
subsequent generabions, passing to bhe anterior daughter-individual
at each fission, but gradually moving further backwards. Finally it
passed to the posterior end of its last possessor, which ~hen died. The
sister-oNanisms appear to have been normal and "hornless " in every
case,

82. A. comparable case was recorded by Simpson (1901). Of four
descendants of a normal exconjugant Para~mecium caudat'l.~m three were
normal, but the fourth "developed a cleft tail." This animal continued
to divide ibr several generations. The abnormality persisted in the
posterior individual at each division, becoming gradually modified from
a "cleft tail" into a long "dorsal lobe." After eight divisions, the
abnormal animal died. In every case the anterior sister-individuals
were normal.
83. ~Iore extensive investigations of the inheritance of such
abnormalities have been undertaken by Jeanings (1908). I-Ie isolated
abnormal Paramecia" (with "horus" or "spines," truncated ends, etc.)
and studied the fate of the peculiar features during subsequent fissions.
In many cases the abnormality gradually disappeared--the normal form
being gradually regained in a few generations. Sometimes, however,
the animals or their descendants became still more monstrous, and
finally died. No permanently abnormal races were ever obtained b y
selecting monstrous .individuals.
z Attention was first Galled, I believez to ciliate monsters by Tatem (1870) who described
tWO specimens of Chilodon and one of Trachelius in which the " l i p " was abnormally prolbnged. His comment is worth quoting : "M~l[orm,~tions such as those I have cited bare,
in my opinion, a value beyond that of mere euriosities...for may theynot help to determine
the fixity or otherwise of a species through aberrant forms ? and thus a better knowledge
of what is to be regarded as essentially specific be ultimately arrived at." Curicus!y
enough, another " m o n s t e r " described by Tatem is now recognised as a dietlnct species
(Vorticella monilata).
The species 'studied " h ~ d the characteristics usually ~tributed to Paramecium
caztdat~t~7~. "
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84. The behaviour of a monstrous character during fission may be
illustrated by the abnormal race c~ of Jennings, which is fully described
for 22 generations. An abnormally bent organism divided into a normal
posterior daughter-individual and an anterior possessing a dorsal "spine."
In subsequent generations this spine persisted, passing sometimes to
the anterior, sometimes to the posterior individual. If we write A and
_P for anterior and posterior individuals respectively, the transmission
of the spine for the 21 generations observed may be represented ~hus :
A Pit

Pit

~A

P ~ A

A A ~ A A ~AA

A.

The last spirted animal died. All the sister-individuals were normal,
save at the second generation. Here the anterior individual had a
small posterior ventral "tooth," which persisted for two further generations, passing each time to the posterior individual, and gradually
becoming smaller. At the next division it disappeared completely,
two normal individuals being formed.
85. Jennings (1908) gives particulars of other abnormalities in
JParamecium and their behaviour during fission, with a long discussion
of his results. Special mention may be made of a curious "race" in
which the individuals showed a tendency to remain united instead of
separating completely during fission. This race was "extinguished by
natural selection" in competiSion with fi~ee and more active organisms.
86. McClendon (1909) obtained some results like those of Jennings
(w 84), but in a different manner. As a consequence of centrifuging
some _Parc~mesia~ he obtained an abnormal individual which divided
into two daughter-individuals each possessing a "horn." One of these
divided for 7, the other for 5 generations--the hem persisting and
passing to one of the daughter-individuals each time, the other being
invariably normal. Finally the horned animals died. In position and
size the horns differed in different organisms. "After each division
the horn is in a different position, and we can predict the position of
the horn in each generation by drawing an imaginary line bisecting' the
animal in the preceding generation transversely."
87. From the observations of Balbiani (5 81), Simpson (5 82),
gennings (w 8~), and NeClendon (w 86), the following conclusions may,
I think, be drawn. Abnormal growths, however produced, in P a r a ~nscium may be mechanically handed on for a nmnber of generations.
Whether they pass to the anterior or posterior product of division is
purely a matter of chance, depending upon the position which the
The

species was

P. caudatum.
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structure happens to occupy on the parent at the moment of fission.
In.some cases the abnormality disappears owing 5o remodelling dm'ing
successive generations : in o~her cases the abnormal forms die. Normal
sisbers of' abnormal forms show no [endency to beget correspondingly
abnormal individuals.
Such teratologlcal variations are ~herefore
negligible a s factors in the produc[ion of new races.
88. Additional infonnation abou~ ciliaSe monsters will be found in
the following papers: Balbiani (1891)--double monsters in Stentor;
Balbiani (1892, 1893)--various monsLers resulting fl'om mutilation of
~arameci~m, Stentor, etc.; Simpson (1901) and Calkins (1904,)multiple monsters in .Paramecium; Prowazek (]904,)--double monsters
produced by cutting Stentor, etc. ; Prowazek (1904, a)--Stylony&ia monSters with multiple hinder ends, resulting fl'om "degenerative hyperregeneration"; Calkins (1911) and Peebles (1912)--nmltiple and other
monsters produced by cutting Para~necic~. Hereditary behaviour of
abnormalities is .hardly touched on in these papers. Yet an interesting
fact.is several times reporSed'--namely, that remodelling when it does
not take pl.ace in a monster itself, may occur in its o~spring; so that
in certain cases at leas~ monstrosity is a temporary manifestation--the
peculiarity of the individual and not of its race. This is in accord with
the conclusion reached in the preceding paragraph.
89. Before leaving the events of the asexual period, I would
mention an interesting observation by Fermor (1913). The authoress
finds t h a t reorganization of the nuclear appa/oatus may occur in Stylonychia during encystment--without any sexual manifestations. In the
en@sted animal, the meganucleus degenerates and disappears. The
micronucleus then separates in[o two par~s--one of the products subsequently forming the new meganuclei, the other forming the new micronuclei. Thus the organism which emerges from the cyst has undergone
a nuclear reoNanization comparable with that which accompanies
conjugation (w 5). Conjugation was never observed in the race of
Stylonychia studied. I know of no other similar observation ~.
! This occurred, for example, in one of the double Stentors described by Ba[biani
(1891).
"- It is possible, however, ~hag a similar nuclear reorganization may occur a~ ~imesin
uneneystcd, asexuallyreproducingorganisms. Her~wig(1889)believed~ha~such a process
("p~rthenogenesiS") occurredin Paramecia,m, and a similar suggestion of the occurrence
of "endogamy" in 6he same form has more recently been made by Woodruff (1908@
The ma~ter requires fuller investigation. [Wliils~ ~his err,isle is passing ~hrough ~he
press, an impor~an~announcement has been made by Woodruffand Erdmann ("Complete
periodic nuclear reorganizationwi~hou~ cell fusion in a pedigreed race of Paramecium,"
Broc. Soc. exl). Biol. and Meal., Vol. xI. No. 3, 191,1,p. 73). The authors s~ate bha~they
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90. Turning our attention now to the sexual phase of ciliate life
we must consider the causes and effects ~ of conjugation. We may begin
with certain preliminaries to the process--considering firs~ " assortative
mating." This has been proved bJometrically by Pearl (1907) to occur
i n 2 a r a m e c i u m cc~udatu~~. I-Ie f'eund that conjugants are smaller", .less
variable, and more alfl~e than non-conjugants (as regards size and form).
The likeness between a pair of conjugants is " n o t due to any local
enviromuengal factor" but to " homeggmy"--individuats ~ending to
pai r with their likes, not at random. "These observations have been
confirmed by Jennings (1911 a) in both _P. cc~z~dat~e~z and -P. aurelic~.
Wafters (1912) reports similar conditions in Blepharis~na.
91. That assortative mating occurs in eiiiates generally has not
been proved, nor has it been demonstrated that conjugants are always
smaller than non-conjugants a, or that they are usually of the same size.
1Vlarked differences in the sizes of a conjugating pair have Often been
noted--for example, by Nulsow (1913) in Stentor. He noticed that
conjugants are smaller than non-conjugants, bug found that only about
half the pairs 4 werecomposed of similar sized individuals. In other
cases one individual was smaller than its partner--the differencebeh~g
sometimes very considerable. Doflein (1907) says that " in 2Pc~rame~i~Lm
2 u t r i n ~ m almost hail tl]e pairs are composed of distinctlydifferent
m&wdua]s.
Indeed, he was so impressed with the dissimilarities
observable between two conjugating individuals in many species that
he enunciated a "working hypothesis" to account for them. The
frequent suggestion that the differences between the members of a
Conjugating pair are sexual in nature--the larger being female, the
smaller male-As manifestly due to a misunderstanding of the nature
of a conjugant (w 14). For my own part, I do net consider that
9 '

9

9

7J

have been able to show that " the r h y t h m s in the &ivMon rate of Paramecium are ~he
physiological expression of profound nuclear changes," whleh "involve the formation of a
complete new nuclear ap]_)aratue.'..." This nuclear reorganization is evidently a n o r m M
substitute for typical conjugation."]
1 I u s e these elusive terms in their colloquial sense, without prejudice to a n y c o n c e p t i o n
of c~usality.
Previously observed by h{aupgs, Oruher and others.
3 ~Iaupas (1889) enumerates 10 species in which the conjugants arc smalle~ f~han t h e
nou-conjugan~s, and 7 in which t,hey are of the same size.
,t -&bout 3000 pMrs were studiecl--but no~ biometrically.
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"h0mog~uuy" in Pcb~'amedz~m means much.

I~ is merely an expression
of the fac~ that a population of sexually ma~ure individuals is more
uniform in size ~han is a population of adults, adolescents, and
children.
92. Is there a "eugamic period," or period of"karyogamic ma~uriLy,"
in ~he life-cycle of a ciliate ? Nany experiments could be quoted to
s h o w that there is not. For instance, Calkins (1902) concludes:
"'Karyogamic maturity' does noC signify nmeh when fertile unions
occur wi~h individuals ~ in the 350th, the zl,10Lh, ~he 467th, and 500Oh
generations of the same culture." And gemfings (1913) records an
experiment (No. 9) in which he studied two lines of P. c~,~9"elia,both
derived fl'om one original ancestor, buC only one of which had beet1
allowed to conjugate. "Under the proper conditions bo~h sees conjuga~e at the same time, in spite of the t~c~ that one has conjugated
aC least four ~imes since Che other." These and similar observabions
(especially those on reeonjugation--~ I20 infra) seem Co indicate clearly
that a " eugamic period," as conceived by Naupas, does not exist-".
93, I~. HerCwig (1905) states tha~ when Dileptt~s is starved s, ~wo
rapidly succeeding divisions (" hunger divisions") Cake place, resulting
in the formation of four small individuals from each original individual.
This is said ~o occur also in Didini,~m (Prandtl, 1906) and 2ara~neciz~
(Xasanzeff, 1901). "Since Infusoria which have undergone hungerdivisions proceed to conjugate, a causal connexion seems Co exist
between the two phenomena.
The hunger-divisions correspond in
this respect with the maturation divisions of mulCicellular organisms."
It is t r u e that these "hunger-divisions" may accoun~ for the smaller
size o f eonjugants--when they are smaller: but the remainder ;of
Hertw~g's argument seems based on a false analogy. For since the
eonjttgant is not a gamete but a sexual individual (w 12), i~ eanno~
properly be compared with a germ-cell. The phenomena in a ciliate
which are homologous wi~h the 6wo meiotic divisions in a metazoon
are the micronuclear divisions preceding fertilization (w 13).
1 Parameeflu~ ea~tdata~.

"~ It is possible, however, that under normal conditions conjugation may occur with
fab_'lyregular periodic frequency. Jennlngs (1910) describes a race of P a r a m e c i u ~ which,
under suitable conditions, will conjugate again 5 days after conjugation : in other races
fhdre was an intervgi of " a year or more." Something like a "eugamic perlod" may
conceivably exist, therefore, ghough i~ seems very improbable ~ha~'this is the " e x p l a n a t i o n "
of these fadts.
3 ]~unger, i[; will be recalled, is a condition conducive ~o conjugation, according ~;o
Maupas (w 20),
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9~. t-Iuuger was believed by Maupas (~ 20) ~o induce conjugation
in cultures containing sexually mature individnals. The effects of
hunger upon the organism have since beenspecially studied by
Wallengren (1901c~,--Pao~a~necium and Colpidium) and glasanzeff
(1901,--1Jc~'aq~ecium ). Wallengren finds that hunger produces degenerative changes in the cytoplasm (v~euolation, etc.) and meganueleus
(fragmentation, etc.), but not in the mieronueleus. Starved individuals
are of conspicuously smaller size. These observations are confirmed by
Calkins (1904). Kasanzeff finds that starvation leads to an increase in
the size of the meganueleus. And 1~. ~ertwig (1899, 1902, 1905, etc.)
has been led by these and[ similar observations ~o formulate the following
~'aisoa d'dtre of conjugation based upon his hypothesis of the karyoplasmie ratio (w 30) : In the course of normal Nnetional activity of the
organism, or as a result of hunger, the meganueleus grows at the
expense of the cytoplasm, thus causing' an increasing disproportion
in bhe mass-relations of the one to the other. This disproportion may
be compensated by a reorganization of the nuclear apparatus: and
conjugation therefore takes place in order to bring' about this result.
Conjugation is thns regarded as a means of regulating the karyoplasmie
ratio. Some remarkable experiments inspired by this idea have since
been made.
95. It wilt be reealted that the meganueteus is relatively larger
in eiliates kept at a low temperature than in those kept at a high
temperature (w 66). It therefore occurred to Prandtl (1906) that if
he were to subject organisms adapted to a low temperature suddenly
to a higher, they would find themselves in an abnormal condition in
which the meganucleus was too large. In other words, the condition
which normally leads to nuclear reorganization through conjugation
could be thus brought about experimentally. ~i sudden change of
this sort ought, therefore, ~o lead to conjugation. The experiment
was tried with Didi%iz~m and .DiZept~s, and with successful results.
Conjugation took place at the higher temperature. It should be noted
that in these experiments temperature was not the only factor concerned. For Prandtl supplied his animals with plentiful nourishment
at room temperature, and then starved them at the subsequent temperature of 25 ~ @. Similar experiments were made on the vortieellid
U~'chesium ~ by Popoff (1908 a), with a like successful result. I-Ie found
further that starvation coupled wibh lowered tempet:ature Nvoured the
production of males : whereas coupled with raised bemperature it led to
1 Wrongly s~aged go have been

Epis~ygis in ~n e~rlier paper (Popoff, 1907).
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the production of females~. In all his experiments, however, starvation
introduces a complication: so that after carefully studying the facts
which he, Prandtl, and Eertwig have so far recorded, I am still unable
to understand the real significance of ~hese interesting observations.
They seem to me suggestive ra~her than demonstrative.
96. The method employed by l~{aupas (1889) for inducing cilia6es
~o conjugate consisted in the simple procedure of transferring some
individuals from a large s~oek culture to a small' culture on a slide.
As soon' as the food in the smaller culture was exhausted, conjugation
occurred--provided the animals were "sexually mature." Essenbially
the same me~ure has been fl~equently used with success by other
Workers (I-Iamburger, 1904; Calkins and Cull, 1907; Enriques, 1907;
Jennings, 1913; CNkins and Gregory, 1913; Woodruff, 1914,; etc.).
Jennings (I913) describing his method says: "In the evening large
numbers of the animals [P. caudatum and P. aurelia] were taken from
the large cultures and placed in watch glasses; early the following
morning they were usually beginning conjugation." He believes that
conjugation occurs "not as a result of s~arvation, but at the beginning
of a decline in the nutribive conditions, after a period of exceptional
richness that has induced rapid multiplication" (Jennings, 1910). Calkins
had cartier (1902) concluded that "hunger is not a pre-requisite for
union, it apparently prevents conjugation."
97. - Enriques has long maintained that "the necessary and sufficient
Conditions for conjugation are environmental conditions" (1909 a). He
states (1907) that Colpoda steini will conjugate only when the depth of
the culture is 2--3 mm.2--never in deeper cultures. He further states
tha~ the liquid from a culture in which conjugation is taking place,
when added to a non-conjugating culture, brings about conjugations in
it: and reversely, liquid fi'om a non-conjugating culture, added to a
conjugating culture, causes cessation of conjugation. He concludes
that the onset of conjugation "does not depend upon mysterious conditions developing themselves in the infusoria, but the modifications of
the eircumambien~ liquid play the chief part."
98. Pursuant of this grain of thought, Enriques (1909) has performed a number of experiments with C~'yptocMlum nig~oicans. Fie
1 Popoff incorrectly (w 14=)calls males and females "mlcrogame~es" and " m a c r o gameises."
2 Compare in ~his connexion the much earlier experiments of Everts (1873) on
Vorticelht. "life believed ~hai; conjugation was caused by ~he drying up of Ishe w ~ e r
in which the animals lived.
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says ~hat this ciliate will thrive in an infusion of hay in distilled water:
but in this medinm conjugation calmot occur. Conjugation depends
upon the presence of salts. Addition of NaC1, NaBr, or NaI in certain
concentrations causes epidemics of conjugation--.the efflcacy of these
salts being in the order given. [That is, t h e o r d e r ofefIicacy corresponds with the order of the halogens in the periodic system, and is
the reverse order of their toxicity.] The effects produced by CaC12 and
.FeyCI~ were surprising.
One part (by weight) of either salt in one
million parts of medium was suf~cient to inhibit conjugation: but
stronger doses (1:10,000) caused intense epidemics of conjugation.
Addition of iron to the cultures had the most pronounced effect.
99. Similar but more extensive experiments have been made with
~a~c~mec~u~cc~datz~sz by Zweibaum (1912). Stripped of detail, his
results are as follows. If a.pure line of Para77~eci~bsz is richly nourished
in hay infusion, it will continue to multiply tbr an indefinite period
without conjugating. If organisms are ff'om time to time tested by
placing them in solutions free fi'om hay but containing ( i ) s a l t s ~ in
strong or (2) salts in medimn concentrations or (3) no salts, then still
no Conjugations result. If, however, the richly nourished culture is
changed---by remo~,ing the hay--into a "hunger culture," and if this
is similarly tested after the lapse of a considerable time (5--6 weeks),
then the trials result thus-: in (1) and (3) no conjugations; in (2)
abundant conjugations. In other words, the conditions necessary for
conjugation in Pcc,'ameciz~m are--plentiflfl feeding, followed by starvation, followed by treatment with salts in medium concentration. Conjugation can occur at temperatures from 9~ C. to 29 ~ C. [optimum
20~176
There is an optimum concentration for each salt--which
was determined--and successful results can be obtained by Substituting[
gluebse for salts. The most effective salt was found to be AtCI~, which
in concentrations of N/24000 to N/4~8000 gave "always aimost complete
epidemics" of conjugation. As they stand, these experiment s appear
to be conclusive, though it is difficult to reconcile them with other
observations. It is to be hoped that the work of Enriques and Zweibaum
will,soon be repeated by independent investigators.
100.. Some additional evidence of the influence of external condi~ions in caasing conjugation is given by Baitsell (1912). Iffe found
that two lines of StyZonychia, derived from the same original m[ganism
but kept in different media, behaved differently as regards conjugation.
1 Many different'salts were ~ried, ~heir several effects being described a~ length and
enuraera~ed in 36 ~bles of exl~erimen~s.
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The line bred in hay infusion refused to conjugate : whereas the parallel
line in beef extract conjugated. He concludes that " t h e determining
feature was the medium used." " Conjugation is induced by exge~'nal
conditions."
_101. Jennings (].91.0) has come go the conclusion that "the condlti0ns determining conjugation differ greatly in different races of
Pc~vameciion (a,urdia or cc~udc~tu,'~@ Some races conjugate fl'equen~ly,
and under conditions readily supplied in experimentation.
Others,
under the same eondi~,ions, cmajugate very rarely or not at all."
Calkins and Gregory (19].3) also share the view that there are conjugaging and non-conjugating lines of Parameci~m. Such a hypothesis
would help us to comprehend the extraordinarily different observations
made by different workers : but there is a very serious difllculty in the
way of accepting it--nataely, we have absolutely no proof thag any race
exists, which, under suitable conditions, is unable to conjug~L~e~. Undoubtedly the weightiest evidence for the existence of such a race was
t h a t furnished by Woodruff (w 39), whose pedigree line of P. cbu~.eZic~
consistently reNsed go conjugate for over 4000 generations. We
now hear~ however, that after more than this n u m b e r of generations,
conjugations have at last taken place (Woodruff, 1914). The likelihood
that anybody will ever succeed in demonstrating with any plausibility
that any giveff race of ciliates is incapable of conjugating, semas therefore immeasurably remote.
102. We may now pass to a consideration of the effects of con;ugation. We have already s(~en that Naupas considered the chief
result of conjugation to be "karyogamic rejuvenation" (w 17). His
work has fl'eqnently been misinterpreted as showing that conjugation
reinvigora~es the stock in which it occurs--that after a number of
asexual generations the stock becomes weakened with age and divides
more slowly, but may be restored ~o its former vigour and rate of
reproduction by means of conjugation'.
The work of IVlaupas does
not show this. Calkins (1904), however, has adopted this standpoint,
concluding fl'ota his work "that conjugation does actually rejuvenate
and overcome the conditions of so-called ' old age'." He appears to be
1 I do not, of course, hereby controvert the general statement of Jennings (1910) ~ha~
"~he conditions for conjugation are different in different races,"
'~ This view was first definitely advoeatecl by Biitschli (1875, 1876) who believed that
conjugation resulted in " e i n e erhbhte Teiiungsfifhigkeit," which he int,erpreted as a sign
tha~ "Verjfingung" h a d been brough~ abouk Balbiani's views were--for a ~ime, at least
--similar.
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still of the same opinion (vide Calkins and Gregory, 1913), and many
others have at various times concurred.
103. Yet lt. ttertwig (1889) clearly showed that such a conclusion
is not justified. }-Ie found that the rate of fission is not diminished
betbre conjugation, but rather increased. EIe performed the ingenious
experiment of fbrcibly separating a pair of prospective conjugants soon
afger they had united, and cultivating them furgher. Far ff'om dying,
they continued to divide normally for many generations--thus showing
that 6hey were not incapable of furLher multiplication, or in need of
"rejuvenation" through conjugation. Hertwig's conclusion was the
opposite to that generally drawn (w 102). He believed that the rate
of fission becomes abnormally high before conjugation, and that the
sexual act has ~he efIgct of diminishing and normalizing it.
104. Nertwig's experiment has been repeated by Calkins (1902),
and on a large scale by Jennings (1913). The latter has dealt with
the facts exhaustively, and his conclusion can hardly be disputed. Icle
writes: "In view of the large number of experiments ~ade by 2r
on this point, the absolute agreement of his results with those of
I~ichard ttertwig; the fact that these men are perhaps the most
thorough investigators that have ever worked along these lines; the
further fact that there exist no careful experimental results opposed
to these; and finally, the very large body of evidence presented in the
present paper ~, all givhig the same results--is it not time that the
statements or implications that in the infusoria conjugation results in
increased reproduction should disappear from the li[erature of science ?"
The answer is emphatically a~rmative. And it should be noted that
it sweeps away all arguments that conjugation causes "rejuvenation,"
"increased vitality," and the like : for this "vitality" itself is ultimately
measured by the rate of fission.
105. The effects of conjugation have been studied in elaborate
detail by Jemaings (see especially Jennings 1911 a, 1913: Jem~ings
and Lashley, 1913, 1913e). The extensive nature of his researches,
the large number of details which he has endeavoured to elucidate, the
vast array of fuels which he has recorded--all these make his work
excessively difficult to understand or to summarize. It can be appreciated in the original only. Comparison of experiment with experiment,
conclusion with conclusion, leaves me--after devoting much time and
attention to the matter--still in doubt as to what aII this work reaIIy
amounts to. Analysis in detail is here impossible, and I mus~ be
1 gennings (1913).
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con~ent wi~h ghe baldes~ s~a~ements and criticisms of Jennings's general
conclusions. It may be said at once tha~ the programme of his work is
admirable, t:~e has s~udied bo~h "wild" and pure strains of IJarc~meci~m
cc~udatum and P. aurelia, by means of observation and experimen~ and
where possible by biome~ric methods. Certain characters (fission ra~e,
size, etc.) were studied in individuals or their progeny belonging to
9the four closes (c~) non-conjugants, (b) conjug'ants, (c) exconjugai~s,
(d) "spliC' or "unpaired" conjugan6s--i.e, individuals forcibly separated,
and bred further, after they had united for conjugation ~. Knowledge
of the behaviour of all ~hese classes of individuals should obviously give
definite infbrma~ion concerning the effects of conjugation.
106. The firs~ general conclusion to which Jennings comes is tha~
conjugation causes variation'~--" Conjugation produces within a pure
r ~ e heritable differentiations; so that as a resul~ races diverse in their
heritable characters arise from a single race wi~h uniform heritable
characters." 9This conclusion is drawn--speaking generally--fi'om the
demonstration that, in a given race, ~he progeny of non-eonjugants and
spilt eonjugants are alike, but differ from the progeny of exeonjugants.
There is greater variability among the progeny of the last. Since
conjugation .is ~he only known factor which differentially affects th6
two-groups, it seems justifiable to conclude tha~ it is in some way a
"cause" of variation. Yet this conclusion is remarkable.
We have
seen that non-conjugating "pure lines" are constant in character--the
differences which the constituent individuals display being temporary
a n d not heritable (w 65). We have seen further (w 90) tha~ within the
pure line."assortative mating" occurs, so that the members of a conjugating pair of organisms are more alike than ~hose of a non-conjugating
pair selected at random. And yet after conjugation these like individuals
produce progeny which are unlike themselves and their race.
107. Jennings's second conclusion is at firs~ sight even more strange.
It is that "conjugation results in biparental inheritance." (See Jennings
and Lashley, 1913, 1913 a.) The meaning of tiffs misleading expression 3
will be clear from the evidence upon which the conclusion rests. We
have seen (w 106) that the progeny of non-eonjugants and split eonjugants, within a pure race, are alike : and that the progeny of eonjugants
1 1%. Hertwig's experiment (w 103).
"' This, of course, is a doctrine long ago promulgated by W e i s m a n n .
9~ I say "misleading" ~lthough Jennings explains the term (Jennings and Lashley,
1913, p. 4~57) : for nothing is here " i n h e r l t e d " from the " t w o i~arents" s~ve the power
to differ from them in a given respect.
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tend to be different. But biometrie proof is now offered tha~ the progeny
of one member of a pair of conjugants tend to be like the progeny of
the other, owing to the hereditary influence of both "parents" (conjugan~s) on all the progeny. It thus appears thai conjugation sinmltaneously produces uniformity and diversity. I take this paradox to
mean that if ~wo similar individuals of the same race conjugate, then
the progeny of both will differ from the original race, though the
progeny of one will resemble the progeny of the other in whatever
respects it differs fl'om the original race. Or, in other terms, a pair
of conjugants a~ and a~, belonging to a race a, produce after conjugation
proge W forming races b~ and by--differing from a, but resembling one
another in bo~h being b.
108. Both the fundamental conclusions reached by Jennings appear
to me unproved. My chief di$culty is that I carmot find convincing
evidence of a single concrete instance in which, from a known race-constant in a certain chm'ac[er--a new race--permanently diverse in
this character--has arisen as a result of conjugation. As an abstract
biome~ric proposition, it is no doubt demonstrated " t h a t conjugation
among the members of a pure race does result in differentiations that
are inherited," so that from a tmiform race diverse races might seem to
arise. Now the diversity of the new races is manifested mainly in
(1) mortality, (2) size, (3) rate of fissiom In the first case, gennings
(like others) has found that many exconjugants, or their immediate
descendants, die. The consequence of conjugation in these cases is
really death. It is true there is increased variation in mortality among
the progeny, but the individuals which manifest this diversity merely
die out, so that no new races are produced in this fashion. Concerning
the second character--size--the evidence ~ seems to me unsatisfactory.
All that it appears to show is that although conjugants are smaller
khan non-emljugants of the same race, their progeny are not : and that
there is greater variability in the size of individuals formed by fission
from exeonjugants duri~,q the first few days after co~yjuyation, than is
seen in the progeny of ordinary non-eonjugants. Definite evidence of
the production of a new race of permanently different size--as a result
of con.jugation---I can nowhere find. Perhaps the best is that which
can be extracted from the paper of gennings and ][,ashley (1912 a), from
which it can be inferred that the descendants of 4~3 pairs of exconjugants,
1 Jennings (1911a). Further evidence ~s given in I913 (expt. 9), but of ~his gennings
himself says " t h e results ~here given are by no means conclusive, the matter requires
further study."
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:measured 25 days after conjugation, all possessed a smaller mean size
than ~ha~ of ~he race 5'ore which ~hey were derived. The number of
individuals measured is not area b, however, and one may doubt whether
permcment@ smaller races ~had been produced as a resul~ of conjugation.
109. Concerning ~he third character--i'ate of fission--~he evidence
appears a~ first sight conclusive. The biomet~"ie resull~s show clearly
that ~here is a difference (greater variability) in the fission rate of the
descendants of exconjugants as compared wibh those of non-conjugan~s
or split conjugants--all of the same pure line. But as Jennings himself
points out "conjugation increases the vari~ion mainly toward the lower
extremity of the range"--that is, the effec~ of conjugation is to retard
the ra~e of fission. Is not this merely another aspect of the same
condition which is otherwise manifesbed as "high mortality" and "loss
of vigoar" after conjugation ? Jennings's "Experiment 6" seems to
me the key to the ma~ter. "This experimen~ as a whole shows ~he
fact that after conjugation the organisms are in a condition such tha~
many may die; while those that have not conjugated live; and the
Nrther fact that the rate of reproduction is made slower byconjugafion,
remaining in this condition for about two months," after which if "has
regained abou~ ~he usual rate." If ~he resi~lb of this experiment may
be regarded as typical, then it indicates that the lowering in fission rate
following conjt~gation is transient, recovery occurring sooner or later.
It is demonstrated that after coniugation the organism and its progeny
are weaker, or less resistant to external conditions (shown by higher
mortality, lagging fission rate, unstable size, abnormalities, etc.) for a
certain t i m e ; a n d that complete recovery to the normal sga~e preceding
conjugation Occurs subsequently: but I find no proof that fi'om a x:ace
wi~h a given fission rate, another race with a permanently different
fission rate has arisen as a result of conjugation ~.
110. Turning now to Jennings's second proposition (w 10~), I can
make criticisms of only a very general nature. I am not able to judge
of the validity of the biome~ric methods employed for its demonstration.
I~ appears to me, howevm, tha~ to prove "biparental iixheritance/' ~he
1 The fact ~ha~ all ~he races are smaller is significant. One can hardly suppose ~hat
conjugation in ~his race always leads to a permanent reduction of size, I~ seems much
more likely?;ha~ ~here was some environmental fac~or (e.g, food or temperature--cf. w167
60,
66 et serf.) affecting all ~he cultures alike.
2 A similar criticism to ~ho above has alre~dy been made b3 Jollos (1913 a). I~ seems
~o me unforl;una~e ~hu~ Jennlngs should have selected for his chief s~udy a physiological
character--fission ra~e--which is so greatly influenced by environmental conditions (w51

et serf,).
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descendants of a pair of exconjugants must form t,wo fairly honmgeneous
lots--in order bhat any comparison between bhem is possible. By taking
the mean for some lines descended from each exconjugant, such a homogeneity may be introduced when it does no~ really exist. For if the
progeny of an exeonjugant differ from one another--the differences
being, argume~zti ccaesa, caused by conjugation--h0w can any real
comparison be made between all the dif~%ren~ organisms which cozeld
be obtained from one exconjugant--the number is unlimited and
those from its partner ! It is physically impossible to study the rate
of fissioJ_t in more than a few lhaes descended from an exconjugant, for
at each fission the number of possible lines to be studied is multiplied
by two. @ranted that conjugation causes variation, so that the lines
derived fi'om different progeny of one individual exconjugant display
different fission rates, how is it possible to reach any definite conclusion
by studying certain arbitrarily selected lines representing only an infinitesimal fraction of all possible lines ? It seems to me that if
conjugation gives rise to variations of this sort--as certain experiments
seem to show--then any real demonstration of "biparental inheritance"
in fission rate is impossible. I cannot comprehend how gennings's
results in this connexion can have any value beyond suggestiveness.
111. Calkins and @regot7 (1913) have recen%ly .published an
account of the variations observable in different lines of _Paraqnecium
derived from a single exconjugant. In one case as many as 30 lines
from one exconjugant were studied--that is, a single line from each of
30 out of the 32 individuals formed by the first five fissions after con-.
jugation. The authors conclude: "The results of this study show that
physiological and morphological variations in the progeny of a single
exconjugant of .Paq'ameciu~ ca~da~u~z are Nlly as extensive as the
variations between progenies from different exconjugants. The arguments based upon the latter variations to the effect that conjugation
is for the purpose of originating variations cannot therefore be sustained."
The authors appear to believe that they have invalidated Jennings's
general conclusion that coniugation causes variation.
I f so, their
argumen~ is a palpable no~z sequitztr. What they have shown is that
the progeny of an exconjugant differ from one another--that there is
considerable variability among" them. Whether t h e variability is the
effect of conjugation or not, there is no means of judging.: for no
comparative study of non-corljugants and split conjugants of the same
race appears to have been made--a study which is essential if the effects
of conjugation are at issue. The real imports-race of these observations.
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seems to me to lie in the fact that they afford addigional grounds for
doubting [he validity of Jennings's conclusions concerning "biparental
inheritance" (w 110). It may be noted further ~hat some evidence is
given that the differences between the surviving lines derived fi'om the
same exconiugant tend to disappear in the course of time--a tendency
which is of interest in view of what has previously been remarked (w
112. i t is noteworthy that Pearl's (1907) biometric study of
Pctrctmeoi'~tm led him bo a conclusion diametrically opposed to ghag
of Jennings (w 106). I:.Ie says : "There is no evidence that conjugation
tends to produce increased variability in exconjugants. All the evidence
indicates, on ~he contrary, that conjugation serves...to preserve relative
stability of type." The same standpoint is taken up by Enriquss (1907),
though chiefly on c~priori grounds.
113. A curious observation bearing on the effect of conjugation
has been made by Jollos (1913). He states thag his arsenic-resistant
race of P. caudatu~Tz (w 71) has lost its resistance as a result of conjugation ~. Progeny of exconjugants displayed merely ordinary resistance,
whereas progeny of non-conjugants (a parallel line) continued to display
their acquired increased resistance for a long period. If this observation
is substantiated and confirmed, it appears go indicate that conjugation
is a barrier to the transmission of an acquired physiological character-that it eliminates ra~hsr thaxa originates variation.
114~. It was believed by Calkins (1902) and Cull (1907) that the
effects of conjugae~on are not the same on the two members of a pair
of exconjngants--the progeny of one tending to survive, of the other
to die out. This was interpreted as evidence of "incipient fertilization"
in Pc~rameci~m--the form s~ndied. When the nature of a eonjugant
is properly understood, however, it is clear that this is based on a conNsion of ideas. The eonjugant is neither a male nor a female, nor
a gamete of any category' (w1~ et seq.). To speak of "incipient fertilization" or "incipient sexuality s" in this connexion is meaningless. Ig is
of interest, however, to:]mow whether there is really a difference in the
fate of the progenies of a pair of conjugants, and the matter has been
exhaustively studied by Jemlings and Lashley (1913). They conclude
that "if one member of a pair survives, the other inember tends to
survixre also; if one dies out the other tends to die out also." The
1 After conjug~tlon the resistance is said to disappear " m i t einem SeMage": but i~ is
also sta~ed that the progeny of ~he exeonjugan~s were not ~ested until two weeks after
conjugation, so ~ha~ ~he "suddenness.:' of the loss is hardly demonstrated.
~" J e n n i n g s and Lashley (1913).
12--2
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effects of conjugation tend Co be the same--not different--for both
members of a pair. This demonstration furnishes the chief evidence
for " biparental inheritance" in lJaramesit~z ~ (w 107).
115. Enriques (1908) s~ates that in Chi/,odon, the two conjugants
are alike at the beginning of conjugation : but duri~.c/conjugation they
become differentiated into a longer and a shorter. This phenomenon
is called "hemisex"--Em'iques regarding the longer conjugant s as "half
female," the shorter as "half male." Wha~ the significance of this
"sexual differentiation as an effect of conjugation" may be, is obscure.
It is quite certain, however, that the phenomenon has nothing to do
with sexual differentiation properly so called. For from the point of view
of sex, ~he conjugants are identical--both being hermaphrodite (w 14).
I~ may be no~ed tha~ gennings (1911a) has observed a tendency ~o
"equalization" during conjugation in Pgrg~nesium. The two members
of a pair of conjugants tend to become more alike--not less alike-during ~he process.
116. We have seen (w 20) ~hat ~Iaupas regarded "inbreeding" or
"interconjugation 3" as productive of harmful consequences. Some
observations bearing, upon this matter have since been made, though
they are recorded for the most par~ incidentally. Cases. of apparently
successful conjugation between closely related individuals are recorded
by goukowsky (1898), Calkins (1902), gennings (1918) 4 and others.
In other cases, however, such conjugations appear to have been harmful.
Paitsell (1912), for exampla, found that the descendants of a ~ty~onyc}da
interconjugated readily: but all the exconjugants died. Calkins (1912)
made similar observations on closely related individuals of Blepharissza :
"conjugation is equivalent to a death warrant." Nevertheless, if interconjugation really has harmful effects, it is impossible to reconcile this
with' the facts (1) that conjugation occurs normally between individuals
belonging to the same pure line--not between ~hose of different lines
1 It is important ~o no~.ice wha~ ~he characters are which are "biparen~ally inherited"
J--namely death, or survival. The charaoters are not racial characters--save in so far as
'.' sur~cival" is a character of every living race.
" Enriques incorrectly--and inconsistently--calls the conjugan~s "gametes." When
he speaks of an organism as being C'half male," I do not understand wha~ he considers
the other half ~o be. The term " h e m l s e x " seems to me ambiguous--or else incorrect.
I use ~his terra to denote conjugation between closely rela~ed organisms--i.e, between
descendants of ~he same ancestor. The term " i n b r e e d i n g " is equivocal, and " interconjugation" seems to me a more suitable word. Conjugat, ion is not an act of rei~roduetion
(w 15), and therefore there is really no breeding in the process.
In Pa~'ameciu~l~y~trinmn, P. caudatum, and -P. au~'elia respectively.
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(Jmmings, 1911 c~) ; and (2) that homogamy occurs ill addition (Jennings,
].911c~). The inference fl'om 5hese two facts seems clearly to be that
"inbreeding" is the rule--at least in Para,~necium.
117. An extreme case of interconjugation has been recorded by
JonningsL He obtninod no loss l~han nine successive in~erconjugations
in the descendants of the same individual. " T h e progenitor of the race
Was a single individual ; i~s progeny coRjugated among themselves ; fl'om
~hese conjugants a single exconjugant was taken and allowed to multiply
~ill there was conjugation among ~hese." An exconjugant was again
isolated and allowed to multiply--and so on, nine times in succession
(in the complete experiment). I~ appears--though Jonnings does no~
emphasize the fact in this connexion--that ~he mortality among the
final descendants was excessively high.
118. k case of conjugation between very closely rela~ed individuals
is recorded for the colonial Vorticellid Operculc~ria by Euriques (1907).
I~[e states that male and female conjugants (w167
6, 14) are formed by an
original "indifferent" individual"~--incapable of conjugating--dividing
into a large and a small product, the latter dividing again into two
smaller individuals. The large individual becomes a female eonjugant,
the two small individuals males. It is stated that conjugation may
occur between males and females formed in this laanner from the sane
indifferent individuaP. Calkins (1912) has even recorded a case of
conjugation in Blepharisma in which the two conjugants were the
products of fission of the same individual--" the closest case of paedogamy in ciliated protozoa on record." Death followed conjugation--as
in all eases observed in Ble2ohm,ismc~.
119. The general conclusion to be drawn fl'om the recorded cases
of interc0njugation is by no means clear. I t is evident that closely
related individuals will conjugate readily with one another: but the
ultimate effect of such conjugation on the progeny is not evident,
Jennings (1913, exp,. 13)., Jennings speaks of this in~eroon]ugatloa as " s e l f fertilization--which i~ certainly is nok l i e obtained eight successive in~ereonjugatlons-"~o avoid, so fa?" as possible, ~he he~erozygo~ie condition " - - a n d then s~udied ~he effects
of conjugation at ~he ninth. Since the geueral conclusion from ~his was tha~ conjugation
"increases greatly ~he variability," t eanno~ understand how previous conjugations are
supposed to eliminate " t h e heterozygogie condition." The mathematical ~reatment of
"self-fertilization" seems go ha~e no bearing on the actual phenomena concerned.
,2 It m a y be no~ed ~ha~ Enriquee (1907) sta~es tha~ in the Vorticellid Carchesium, the
branches of the colony are differentiated as maIes, females: and "indifferents." T h i s was
no~ confirmed by Popoff (1908 a).
I do not know how it was possible to make this extremely difficul~ observation with
any eer~ain~y.
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because the effects of conjugation with unrelated individuals have never
been studied simultaneously.
120. This seems the proper place at which to mention the phenomenon of "reconjugatim~" discovered by Em'iques (1908). He found
that excot\iugan~s of Ot~,ilodon, instead of dividing, sometimes proceed
to conjugate again--eibher with other exconjugan~s or with ordinary
conjugants. The same thing has been recently observed in Pa~'amezium
by Klitzke (1914). Conjugation may be effected by an exconjug~t or
by the products of its first fission. These observations clearly show
that the stimulus to conjugation-~-wha~ever it may be--may exist
without a series of asexual fissions having 9 intervened shlce a preceding
conjugation. The fa~e of the progeny of "ex-reconjugants" has not
been adequately described.
121. I may here mention some cases of what may be called "misconjugation." Doflein (19/)7) says that if conjugating _Pc~ramesic~are
forcibly separated, they will reunite with other individu:~J~--either
non-conjugants or conjugants of a different stage t. abnormal conjugations may thus be brought about, the results of which ~ a not
recorded. Many observers have reported abnormal conjugation of
three or more individuals ~". Several such unions of three individuals
were observed by Mulsow (1913) in Stento~': but to nay knowledge no
investigator has yet ascertained the consequences of these misconjugations. Doflein (1907) Nrther describes, in ~c~ameciu~7~ pat~inu~r~ and
~tylo~Tychic~ mytilus, "agamic Nsions" of two individuals, "cytoplasm
with cytoplasm, nuclei wi~h nuclei, so that an apparently quite normal,
but relatively very large individual resulted." The subsequent behaviour is not described 3.
122. In conclusion, a word may be said about "hybridization" in
ciliates--I mean cross-conjugation between two individuals of different
species. I know of but a single case in which this is alleged to have
happened. Apart from this, there appears to be no recorded case of
"crossing" even between individuals belonging to different pure lines
t Doflein gives an illusfira~ion of ~hls, which, according to Klitzke (1914), really depicts
a conjugation between au ordinary conjugau~ and a "reeonjugan~" (w 120). This interpretalion cer~Mnly appears plausible.
These are described, for instance, by S~ein, ~ngelmann, JiekeH, @rubhr, Plate ani[
~Iaupae--among the older observers--and generally in Stylonychia or !): p~trinum.
3 But Engelm~nn said tha~ ~hese compound organisms (Stylonychia) can grow and
multiply--a statemen~ as yet unconfirmed, h'Iaupas believed hhal such fusions have
nothing ~o do with conjugation--the fused animals being monstrous, and t;heir divisions
irregular and incomplete.
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of ~he same species z. The case to which I refer is given by Sfinpson
(1901), who states that twice (out of 21 abtempts) he succeeded in
getting conjugations between -Pcwa,meciu~ ccu~datum and _P. aurelic~.
"After separation each of the exconjugants divided once: on the third
daythey died off." The account is extremely unconvincing, and I think
i~, is infinitely more probable that Simpson was deceived than that
cross-conjugation occurred.
CHAPTER, IV.
Cre~erat Condusio~s.
123. In this final chapter I propose to consider very briefly certain
results of ~he genetic study of the Cfliata. I would point out that this
chapter is not a summary of previous chapters; nor is it intended to be
a substitute for them--to enable the reader to dispense with the facts
there set forth. Each of the preceding- chapters is itself a series of very
brief and incomplete summaries, which form--in part--the premisses
fl'om which the foil?wing conclusions are drawn. If my conclusions
appes;r absurd ~ d wrong, they may nevertheless incite further inquiry
into the evidence upon which they res~. This is my desire.
1 2 4 . I t is quite clear to me--and I have every confidence that
sooner or later it will be equally clear to others--tha~ many of the
problems now associated with the ciliates do not exist in nature. They
are really dialectic=-not problems of concrete biology. They are offshoots of the fallacies involved in the "cell theory," and of the unbridled
acac}emic speculations concerning evolution which were fashionable at
the end of last century.
125. The fundamental error in the conceptions of ){aupas and his
followers is due to the "cell theory." The ciliate has been called a
"cell," and certain constituent elements of the metazoan body have
been given the same name.. Consequently it has been assumed that
an exconjugant i s the homologue of a fertilized metazoan ovum; and
that the whole succession of its descendants is homologous with the
entire body of a multicellular mfimal .. It has thus become possible
1 "Assortative mating h a s clearly [he effec~ of keeping differen~fa[ed races from
m i x i n g . . , . W h e n a cnRm'e containing ~wo species conjugates, the ~wo as a resuR of [he
assor~a~ive mating remain quRe d i s t i n c t " ($ennings, 1911 a).
e This view has been advocated mos~ s~rongly in recen~ ~imes by G~tkins (1909). The
reader who w~shes for a fuller analysis of ~he roarers here merely ~ouched upon, will find.
it in an earlier publication (Dobell, 1911).
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- - a n d even necessary--to look for periods of adolescence, maturity,
senescence, and death, in the successive generations of individuals
derived fi'om an exconjugant. :But as soon as it is realized that a
ciliate is a non-cellular but complete organism, homologous with
a whole metazoan; as soon as i~ is realized ~hat the only resemblance
between a ciliate and a metazoan cell was created by biologists when
~hey gave the name " cell" to both: then it will also be realized that
~here is no reason to expect that successive generations of ciliate
individuals will manifest the same series of phenomena as is manifested
by a single individual metazoon during i~s life-time. One of the chief
results of the researches recorded in previous chapters is the demonstration that events, whose occurrence we have absolutely no reason ~o
expect, do not, in fact, occur.
126. I t has been shown (w 43) beyond all reasonable doubt that
under suitable conditions ciliates are able to live and multiply, in their
own fashion, for an unlimited time~--like all other organisms tha~ are
well adapted to their environment. To ask whether they become
"senile" in the course of successive generations, whether "protoplasmic
old age" sets in, w h e t h e r " r e j u v e n a t i o n by fertilization" is a periodic
necessity, and so o n - - t o ask such questions is to propound problems
which are either unanswerable or meaningless. Among eiliates, offspring are formed by the division, growth and differentiation of the
protoplasm of their parents--as in all other organisms. I f "immortality"
can be predicated of the ciliates, it can also be predicated of all other
organisms in the same sense. "Are the descendants of a ciliate older
than their progenitor ?" is the same question as " I s the child older
~han its father ?" There is no problem here at all, for the answer is
self-evident as soon as the questioner hl~imates what he means by"old."
127. That conjugation is able to "rejuvenate" is a belief whose
origin is revealed in the word "fertilization." Conjugation is accompanied by "fertilization," and has consequently become confounded with
the original connotation of that term". Probably no living biologis~
would care to advocate the view that the cytological phenomenon now
call'ed "fertilization" is a process of " revitalizing the germ "--~hough
more .bhan one can be found to discuss whether "conjugation results in
rejuveneseenee." But qui~e apart fi'om any mental or verbal tangles
1 i believe ~here are no a prio,ri reasons, or arguments fi'om analogy wi~h o~her noncellular organisms, which indicabe ~hat ~he ciliabes are incapable of continuing ~o muI~iply
asexually--in favourable cJrcumsLances--for an unllmi~ed number of generations.
" This was, of course, pointed ou~ long ago by Weismann.
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Such as this, it may be stated now with considerable cm~fidence, as a
concrete proposition, that conjugation in the ciliates does not result in
rejuvenation--no matter whether a literal or metaphorical meaning be
attached to the word.
198. Experimental inquiries into the factors which determine division
and hereditary transmission of characters; ihgo the factors which determine or inhibit conjugation; into the results which conjugation itself
determines, whether in originating or eliminating variations; and into
the origin of variations,--all these investigations have yielded a great
mass of facts of great interest and suggestiveness. :But these facts-in my opinion--throw little light upon the great central problems
concerned, gather do they throw into vivid relief the formidable
complexity of all biological problems as presented by the Protozoa.
I t is safe to prophesy that when the known facts have been doubled
or trebled, the ironical statement--which now prefaces so many memoirs
on the eiliates--4hat "the Protozoa are the simplest organisms in which
tO study the great problems of biology" will disappear fl'om biological
literature.
199 The tradition which finds expression in such statements as
this is at present almost .universally received. It is believed that the
non-ceilular oNanisms display vital phenomena in a more elementary
and therefore more easily comprehensible fm'm than other orgm~isms.
From his eaa'lier physiological studies Jennings (1906) rightly con~
eluded that "the behaviour of the Protozoa appears to be no more
ahd no less machine-like than that of the t~Ietazoa." "Action is as
spontaneous in the Protozoa as in man." This truth should never be
forgotten, I t is vain to seek for simple mechanical factors which
"induce conjugation" in ciliates. For conjugation is the resultant
Of many external and internal factors--environmental opportunities,
inherent inclinations and potencies--which are no less complex and
no more easily comprehensible than the factors which result in comparable phenomena in man. They are really less easy to understand,
because we have no conception of what the "motives" may be which
actuate a brainless, non-cellular creature.
130. In the foregoing pages I have confined myself to recording
and analysing facts and concrete questions. It is often asked "What
is the significance, or meaning, of conjugation ?" This question is
itself meaningless. As well might one inquire the meaning of the
moon. I have purposely avoided all such questions, though they have
been fl'eely debated by others. I have also avoided all discussion of
12--5
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teleological interpretations of conjugation and other phenomena.
Whether conjugation is for the purpose of originating variations, or
for any o~her purpose, is to my mind an idle discussion : and I have little
liking for the "explanations" which have been given of the phenomenon
--explanations which seem ~o me to explain nothing and lead nowhere ~.
So many real problems which may be attacked by means of experiment
are still unsolved, that I think the discussion of more remote problems
may be profitably postponed.
131. No new light has been thrown upon the great problems of
organic evolution by a study of the eiliates. They have revealed no
real indication of the manner in which evolution has proceeded, or is
proceeding, within the group-": c~for~iori, they tell us nothing of the
process of evolution in general. The fae~s so far determined could,
indeed, be used with far grea~er force to suppor~ the doctrhle of the
fixity of species. ~[oreover, even if it were possible to draw any
general conclusions from the ciliates themselves, it would not be
justifiable as yet to extend them even to the other groups of Protozoa 3.
The eiliates are so curiously organized that in many ways they stand
alone among animals. What is true of eiliates is not necessarily--or
even probably--true of mosi other oNanisms. These will be unwelcome
sayings to many, but I believe they are true. And all will admit that
it is better to face the facts, however distasteful and unconformable to
theory they may be, than to veil them with that former assurance con/
eerning organic evolution which, as is fast becoming evident, was chiefly
begotten of ignorance.
1 Compare for example the following: "Conjugation should be regarded as a set of
physico-chemical phenomena resulting in a sort of cellular purification" (Loisel, 1903):
"Conjugation appears to us as above all a s e t of chemical phenomena.which counteracts
another set of chemical p h e n o m e n a - - s e n e s c e n c e " (Loisel, 1903 b), etc.
"- I leave out of account the numerous fanciful speculations concerning the phylogeny
of the ciliates which, I know, afford satisfaction to many. I am here considering the facts
relating to the eilia~es on their merRs--apar~ from any preconceived interpretations.
I believe there are few protozoologists who would endorse the opinion of Calkins
(1909) that P a r a m e c i u m is " a typical protozoon."
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